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INTRODUCTION 
New York City almost lost its leading institution dedicated to the 
appreciation of traditional folk art1 in the fall of 2011.2  The American 
Folk Art Museum (Folk Art Museum), a “stubborn, single-minded 
little institution,” is the world’s center of folk-outsider art, a source of 
inspiration to the modern art movement, and a counterpoint to con-
temporary life.3  The fifty-year-old museum was on the brink of clos-
ing and dissolving after defaulting on a $31.9 million loan taken out in 
2009 that had been used to build a new flagship site.4  At the time, the 
 
 1. American Folk Art Museum, Mission: American Folk Art Museum, http:// 
www.folkartmuseum.org/mission (last visited Feb. 24, 2012). 
 2. Roberta Smith, As Folk Art Museum Teeters, a Huge Loss Looms, N.Y. 
TIMES, Sept. 20, 2011, at C1 [hereinafter Smith, Museum Teeters] (“The Folk Art 
Museum’s erasure from New York’s cultural skyline would be a tremendous loss, for 
the city in general and for its role as a center of both art viewing and art making.”).  
The media first reported in August 2011 that the museum’s trustees were considering 
closing.  Kate Taylor, Folk Art Museum Considers Closing, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 20, 
2011, at C1 [hereinafter Taylor, Considers Closing].   
 3. Smith, Museum Teeters, supra note 2. 
 4. See Philip Boroff & Katya Kazakina, Defaulting Folk Art Museum Says It 
Won’t Sell Works to Pay Debt, BLOOMBERG (Feb. 3, 2011, 12:44 AM), http://www. 
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Folk Art Museum was forced to contemplate how it should disperse 
its collection of works after closing down the museum.5 
In California, the Fresno Metropolitan Museum of Art and Science 
(Fresno Metropolitan) met its end shortly after completing a heavily 
financed renovation that was intended to revive the museum.6  The 
museum was an important influence on a community that has limited 
museums and education-related activities.7  After defaulting on a fif-
teen million dollar municipal loan, the twenty-five-year-old museum’s 
last day open to the public was January 5, 2010.8  In winding up its af-
fairs, the Fresno Metropolitan sold its collection at auction, using the 
proceeds toward paying off its debts.9 
The difficulties of these two institutions illustrate how museums 
across the country are facing financial challenges and struggling to 
pursue their mission to acquire, preserve, and exhibit their collections 
for the benefit of the public.10  Faced with financial hardship, howev-
er, some museums have decided to remove artwork from their collec-
tions, a process known as “deaccessioning,”11 and to sell this artwork 
 
bloomberg.com/news/2011-02-03/defaulting-american-folk-art-museum-says-it-won-t-
sell-works-to-pay-debt.html.  One month later, “[t]he museum was rescued by pledg-
es of donations from trustees and from the Ford Foundation.”  Robin Pogrebin, Re-
lief and Optimism at the Folk Art Museum, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 23, 2011, at C2 [here-
inafter Pogrebin, Relief and Optimism]. 
 5. See Taylor, Considers Closing, supra note 2. 
 6. Russell Clemings & George Hostetter, What Killed Fresno Metropolitan Mu-
seum?, FRESNO BEE (Mar. 6, 2010, 10:47 PM), http://www.fresnobee.com/2010/03/06/ 
1849472_p4/what-killed-fresno-metropolitan.html. 
 7. Reed Johnson, After a Rebirth, Fresno Museum Closes, Financial Crash, Plus 
a Prolonged Renovation, Lead to its Shuttering. It Leaves a Void in City, L.A. TIMES, 
Jan. 12, 2010, at 1. 
 8. See id.  
 9. See id. 
 10. See James Cuno, The Object of Art Museums, in WHOSE MUSE?: ART MUSE-
UMS AND THE PUBLIC TRUST 49, 52 (James Cuno ed., 2004) [hereinafter Cuno, Object 
of Art Museums] (“[N]othing museums do is more important than adding to our na-
tion’s cultural legacy and providing visitors access to it.”). See generally Jorja Ackers 
Cirigliana, Note, Let Them Sell Art: Why a Broader Deaccession Policy Today Could 
Save Museums Tomorrow, 20 S. CAL. INTERDISC. L.J. 365, 368–72 (2011) (describing 
the effect of the recent financial crisis (2000–2010) on museums). 
 11. See John E. Simmons, Collections Management Policies, in MUSEUM REGIS-
TRATION METHODS 28 (Rebecca A. Buck & Jean Allmam Gillmore eds., 5th ed. 
2011) [hereinafter, Simmons, Collections Management]. 
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for cash critically needed for the museum to stay open to the public.12  
More often than not, the alternative is closing the museum.13 
Deaccessioning is one of the most debated and sensitive issues for 
museums today.14  The reaction from the museum world has ranged 
from dismay to disgust, and there is no consensus on the ethics or le-
gality of deaccessioning.15  Specifically, the controversial question is 
how museums should be able to use the funds received from selling a 
deaccessioned artwork.16  The deaccessioning debate focuses on 
whether deaccessioning and the use of the proceeds of deaccessioning 
sales for operating costs breaches a museum’s duty to the public.17  
Professional ethical codes and state regulations permit the use of pro-
ceeds only for future purchases for the collection, or for collection 
preservation costs.18  Nevertheless, some museums intend to use the 
 
 12. See, e.g., Johnson, supra note 7 (“Some cash-strapped museums have contem-
plated selling off parts of their collections to raise money, an action that most muse-
um ethicists regard as a violation of public trust.”). 
 13. See, e.g., infra note 150 (listing examples of museums for whom selling art-
work was the only way to raise funds for operating costs and avoid shutting down). 
 14. See, e.g., Martha Morris, updated by Antonia Moser, Deaccessioning, in MU-
SEUM REGISTRATION METHODS 100, 100 (Rebecca A. Buck & Jean Allmam Gillmore 
eds., 5th ed. 2011); Robin Pogrebin, Permanent Collection May Not Be So Perma-
nent, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 27, 2011, at C1 [hereinafter Pogrebin, Permanent Collection] 
(“A few years ago sales [from museum collections] were likely to have gone unno-
ticed. Yet deaccessioning . . . has become a dirty word and the focus of increasingly 
intense attention.”). 
 15. Museums and historical houses that have contemplated selling art from the 
collection include the Pearl S. Buck Foundation in Pennsylvania, Montclair Art Mu-
seum in New Jersey, and the Los Angeles County Museum of Art in California. 
While some try to defend the decision, most of the media’s reactions were disparag-
ing. See, e.g., Jeff Gammage, Pearl S. Buck Foundation to Sell Two Edward Redfield 
Paintings, PHILLY.COM (Sept. 16, 2011) http://articles.philly.com/2011-09-16/news/ 
30183289_1_edward-redfield-green-hills-farm-foundation-board (“[I]t was such a 
carefully considered decision . . .  It’s a sacrifice for the better good of the house.”); 
James Panero, Another Art Museum Puts Its Collection on the Block, WALL ST. J., 
Apr. 15, 2009, at D13 (“Presented as curatorial housekeeping, but in fact motivated 
by financial exigencies, the Montclair sales . . . will set another sorry example of an 
institution cashing out on art in the public trust.”); Lee Rosenbaum, Op-Ed, For Sale: 
Our Permanent Collection, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 2, 2005, at A29 [hereinafter Rosen-
baum, For Sale] (“These sales [by the Los Angeles County Museum] are the latest 
sign that cultural institutions can no longer be relied on to protect public patrimo-
ny.”). 
 16. Pogrebin, Permanent Collection, supra note 14 (“Cultural institutions . . . have 
generated controversy by selling or even considering selling items to cover operating 
costs, a practice forbidden by the professional association for art museum direc-
tors.”). 
 17. See, e.g., supra note 15. 
 18. See N.Y. COMP. CODES R. & REGS. tit. 8, § 3.27 (2011); AM. ASS’N OF MUSE-
UMS, CODE OF ETHICS FOR MUSEUMS 3 (2000) [hereinafter AAM CODE]; ASS’N OF 
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proceeds towards operating costs because they lack the necessary 
funding for those expenses.19  Even so, museum professional organi-
zations sanction museums for violating ethics codes, and donors and 
attorneys general sue museums for breaching gift restrictions and fi-
duciary duties.20 
This Note demonstrates that the emphasis on collections manage-
ment policies undermines a museum’s mission to provide public ac-
cess to its collections and exhibitions, whether the emphasis originates 
from museum professional organizations, legislative and judicial ac-
tion, or media criticism.  It highlights the relationship between muse-
ums and the public, exploring museums’ duty to the public, the pub-
lic’s support of museums, and the public’s expectations of museums.  
Defining this relationship is a key factor in shaping museum stand-
ards.  This Note provides a comprehensive examination of the varying 
perspectives on the legal and ethical duties currently imposed on mu-
seums. 
Part I provides an overview of the museum’s mission to collect and 
exhibit art for the benefit of the public.  It also describes the historical 
development of museum standards and deaccessioning policies.  Part 
II evaluates the effectiveness of current and proposed policies on 
deaccessioning and the use of deaccessioning sales proceeds, as well 
as the theories supporting those policies.  Part III posits that museums 
can be trusted to develop and enforce standards that equally reflect 
the public interest in museums themselves, their collections, and the 
educational experiences museums offer.  Therefore, this Note sug-
gests that legislative intervention is unnecessary to protect the public 
interest in museums and their collections. 
 
ART MUSEUM DIRS., PROF’L PRACTICES IN ART MUSEUMS ¶ 25 (2011) [hereinafter 
AAMD PROF’L PRACTICES]; see also Tamayo Watermelon Painting to Sell in NYC, 
AP ALERT—NY, Nov. 16, 2011 (reporting that the Museum of Modern Art in New 
York was selling a painting by Mexican artist Rufino Tamayo from its collection to 
benefit its acquisitions fund); Sebastian Smee, For Masterpiece, MFA Will Sell 8 in 
Collection, BOSTON GLOBE, Sept. 19, 2011, at 1 (reporting that the Museum of Fine 
Arts, Boston will sell paintings by Claude Monet, Paul Gauguin, Alfred Sisley, Ca-
mille Pissarro, and Auguste Renoir to buy a masterpiece by Gustave Caillebotte). 
 19. See, e.g., infra note 150 (listing examples of museums for which selling art-
work was the only way to raise funds for operating costs and avoid shutting down).  
 20. See, e.g., Mason Kerns, Selling the Picasso to Fix the Plumbing: An Analysis 
of Five High-Profile Deaccessioning Attempts, in LEGAL ISSUES IN MUSEUM ADMIN-
ISTRATION 217 (Apr. 2010). 
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I.  THE MISSION OF MUSEUMS AND THE RECENT 
DEACCESSIONING DEBATE 
Defining standards for how a museum should manage its collection 
and perform its social duties requires an understanding of the muse-
um’s dual and dependent goals of collecting and exhibiting objects for 
the benefit of the public.  Part I.A provides an overview of the differ-
ent types of museums in the United States and explains their common 
mission to build collections and to provide access to lifelong learning 
through exhibitions.  Part I.B discusses interpretations of the public 
trust theory with respect to museums.  Part I.C explains the current 
legal and non-legal policies on collections management. 
A. Background of American Museums 
Museums are unique in their focus on visual- and object-based 
learning.21  Thus, the museum’s relationship with its collections is dis-
tinct from the museum’s relationship with its financial assets.22  This 
Section illuminates the museum-collection relationship by explaining 
the range museums embody in topical focus and organizational struc-
ture, discussing the role of collections exhibitions in providing public 
access to cultural knowledge, and describing the mechanics of manag-
ing a museum collection. 
1. Types of Museums and Their Organizational Structure 
While the diversity of the types of museums in the United States is 
broad, the typical museum makes its distinct contribution to the pub-
lic by collecting, preserving, and interpreting objects.23  A unique 
characteristic of American museums is that they are predominately 
 
 21. See, e.g., James N. Wood, The Authorities of the American Art Museum, in 
WHOSE MUSE?: ART MUSEUMS AND THE PUBLIC TRUST 103, 110 (James Cuno ed., 
2004) [hereinafter, Wood, Authorities]. 
 22. See Gresham Riley, To Sell Art or Not to Sell: A Modest Solution for Strug-
gling Museums, BROAD ST. REV. (Feb. 1, 2011), http://www.broadstreetreview.com/in 
dex.php/main/article/when_museums_sell_art_a_better_way/. 
 23. AAM CODE, supra note 18; see also Cuno, Object of Art Museums, supra 
note 10 (“[N]othing museums do is more important than adding to our nation’s cul-
tural legacy and providing visitors access to it . . . .”).  The American Association of 
Museums is a professional organization that promotes the excellence of and advo-
cates for the museum community. About AAM, AM. ASS’N OF MUSEUMS, 
http://www.aam-us.org/aboutaam/index.cfm (last visited Mar. 1, 2012) [hereinafter 
About AAM].  For further discussion about the American Association of Museums 
and other museum professional organizations, see infra Part I.C.1.  
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private institutions with a public role.24  This structure is different 
from the structure of European museums, which are mostly state or-
ganizations with public funding.25  Importantly, individual impetus is 
the driving force behind American museums.26  Individuals create 
museums by developing the mission, financing the facility and opera-
tions, and building the museum collection from their personal collec-
tions and new purchases.27  A museum’s mission, approach, and style 
all reflect the vision of an individual or a private group of founders, 
which makes each museum’s character unique.28  The types of muse-
ums range from art and natural history to anthropology and science 
museums.29  The result is a diverse array of museums that collect and 
exhibit everything from paintings and sculptures to scientific tools 
and computers, from jewelry and beads to trains and trucks.30 
Charitable trusts and non-profit corporations are the organization-
al structures generally available to private museums.31  The educa-
 
 24. Glenn D. Lowry, A Deontological Approach to Art Museums and the Public 
Trust, in WHOSE MUSE?: ART MUSEUMS AND THE PUBLIC TRUST 129, 129 (James 
Cuno ed., 2004) [hereinafter Lowry, Deontological Approach].  There are some gov-
ernment-operated museums in the United States such as the Smithsonian and the 
New York State Museum. 
 25. Id.; see also Emma Barker, Introduction to Part I: The Changing Museum, in 
CONTEMPORARY CULTURES OF DISPLAY 23, 23–25 (Emma Barker ed., 1999). 
 26. Wood, Authorities, supra note 21, at 112.   
 27. Id. 
 28. See Lowry, Deontological Approach, supra note 24, at 136 (“[M]useums are 
devoted to transforming and translating their founders’ ideas into concrete reality 
through the presentation of tangible and authentic objects set in a particular place . . . 
.”).  A prime example of a museum representing the vision of its founder is the Isa-
bella Stewart Gardner Museum in Boston, Massachusetts, where the “[h]istoric col-
lection remains as Gardner created it.” History and Architecture, ISABELLA 
STEWART GARDNER MUSEUM, http://www.gardnermuseum.org/about/history_and_ 
architecture (last visited Feb. 24, 2012). 
 29. See About AAM,supra note 23.  This Note focuses on museums that collect 
and exhibit art.  The economic and cultural value of art in our society fuels the debate 
about deaccessioning and the use of deaccessioning proceeds. 
 30. E.g., BEAD MUSEUM, WASHINGTON, DC, http://www.beadmuseumdc.org/in 
dex.html (last visited Mar. 1, 2012); COMPUTER HISTORY MUSEUM, http://www.com 
puterhistory.org/ (last visited Mar. 1, 2012); Museum Mission Statement, THE MET-
ROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART, http://www.metmuseum.org/about-the-museum/miss 
ion-statement (last visited Sept. 12, 2000); NEW YORK TRANSIT MUSEUM, http://www. 
mta.info/mta/museum/ (last visited Mar. 1, 2012); WOOD LIBRARY MUSEUM OF AN-
ESTHESIOLOGY, http://www.woodlibrarymuseum.org/ (last visited Mar. 1, 2012). 
 31. See About AAM, supra note 23.  The American Association of Museums, the 
Association of Art Museum Directors, and the International Committee on Museums 
limit their definition of museums to non-profit organizations. See What is a Muse-
um?, AM. ASS’N OF MUSEUMS, http://www.aam-us.org/aboutmuseums/whatis.cfm (last 
visited Mar. 1, 2012); About AAMD, ASSOC. ART MUSEUM DIRS., http://www.aamd. 
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tional purpose of museums under these structures entitles them to 
tax-exemptions, and entitles their donors to tax deductions.32  Some 
museums stand alone, while others are part of a larger non-profit or-
ganization, such as a university.33  Although the general mission of all 
museums runs along the same lines, their organizational differences, 
in terms of legal structure, budget, and physical space, result in differ-
ent priorities and approaches to achieving that mission.34 
2. Exhibiting Art and Sharing Cultural Knowledge 
With their topical and organizational differences, each museum has 
its own concerns and priorities, but what museums have in common is 
the desire to provide educational experiences by offering public ac-
cess to curated and intellectually stimulating exhibitions.35  The Asso-
ciation of Art Museum Directors defines an art museum as an institu-
tion “primarily concerned with the exhibition of works of art.”36  The 
education that a museum visitor receives is not merely the result of 
the collection of art owned by the museum, but also results from the 
pedagogical role of visual displays.37  Indeed, museums produce and 
share cultural knowledge through exhibitions.38 
 
org/about/ (last visited Mar. 1, 2012) [hereinafter About AAMD]; see also Jennifer L. 
White, Note, When It’s OK to Sell the Monet: A Trustee-Fiduciary-Duty Framework 
for Analyzing the Deaccessioning of Art to Meet Museum Operating Expenses, 94 
MICH. L. REV. 1041, 1048 (1996) [hereinafter White, OK to Sell] (citing MARILYN 
PHELAN, MUSEUMS AND THE LAW 1–7 (1982)). 
 32. 26 U.S.C. § 501(c)(3) (2010); see also 26 U.S.C. § 170 (2010). 
 33. See About AAMG, ASSOC. OF ACADEMIC MUSEUMS & GALLERIES,  http:// 
www.aamg-us.org/mission_statement.php (last visited Mar. 1, 2012).  For a discussion 
that distinguishes the relationship stand-alone art museums have with their collection 
from the relationship universities and their art museums have with their collections, 
see Linda Sugin, Lifting the Museum’s Burden from the Backs of the University: 
Should the Art Collection Be Treated as Part of the Endowment?, 44 NEW ENG. L. 
REV. 541 (2010). 
 34. See infra Part I.C. 
 35. The International Council of Museums (ICOM) says “[a] museum is a non-
profit, permanent institution in the service of society and its development, open to 
the public, which acquires, conserves, researches, communicates and exhibits the tan-
gible and intangible heritage of humanity and its environment for the purposes of ed-
ucation, study and enjoyment.” INT’L COUNCIL OF MUSEUMS, ICOM STATUTES, art. 
3.1 (2007), available at http://icom.museum/who-we-are/the-organisation/icom-sta 
tutes/3-definition-of-terms.html#sommairecontent; see also Wood, Authorities, supra 
note 21, at 114 (“[T]he public looks to the museum for help in negotiating memory 
just as they count on us to preserve and present beauty.”). 
 36. About AAMD, supra note 31. 
 37. EILEAN HOOPER-GREENHILL, MUSEUMS AND THE INTERPRETATION OF VISU-
AL CULTURE 2 (2000). 
 38. Id. at 4. 
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Furthermore, a museum expresses its voice and vision through the 
thoughtful and researched display of the artwork and cultural ob-
jects.39  Even if objects could speak for themselves, in the museum 
setting, visitors see objects through a lens constructed by the museum 
and the curator.40  The process of selecting objects, both for the mu-
seum’s collection and for a particular exhibition, is a vehicle through 
which to construct meaning.41  The selection process can work to rein-
force canons, a dominant point of view, and aesthetic values.42  The 
context of an object imparts significant aspects of its meaning, and the 
context that the museum provides is an amalgamation of the role of 
the board of trustees, the donors, the museum’s architecture and inte-
rior design, the gallery’s layout and display of art, as well as the in-
formation provided to visitors.43  Through exhibitions, museums offer 
their visitors an opportunity to exercise critical faculties and develop 
new perspectives; this is the lifelong learning that museums provide.44  
In addition to education through exhibitions, the museum is a place of 
academic scholarship.45 
As creative and expressive cultural institutions,46 museums are im-
portant civic institutions that play an indispensable role in a commu-
nity’s identity, contributing to civic pride, cultural understanding, and 
 
 39. See AAMD PROF’L PRACTICES, supra note 18, at 4. 
 40. See Rebecca Buck, Collection Roles, in MUSEUM REGISTRATION METHODS 
12, 13 (Rebecca A. Buck & Jean Allmam Gillmore eds., 5th ed. 2011) (defining a cu-
rator’s role in developing exhibitions); HOOPER-GREENHILL, supra note 37, at 3 
(“Objects in museums are assembled to make visual statements which combine to 
produce visual narratives.”).  Simultaneously, “visitors deploy their own interpretive 
strategies and repertoires.” Id. 
 41. HOOPER-GREENHILL, supra note 37, at 3. 
 42. Barker, supra note 25, at 25. 
 43. Christoph Grunenberg, The Modern Art Museum, in CONTEMPORARY CUL-
TURES OF DISPLAY 26, 27 (Emma Barker ed., 1999).  The way that museums teach 
through display has changed over time, due in part to the way they collect and in part 
to changing attitudes on the best context in which to view art.  In the nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries, “[v]irtually every painting owned by every museum . . . was 
constantly on exhibition.  The custom was to hang as many pictures as possible, as 
close together as possible, often placing several paintings one above the other.” 
Wilstach Estate, 1 Pa. D. & C.2d 197, 207 (1954).  Today, museums have adopted the 
white-cube model, where the gallery is a clean space with white walls with artworks 
hung wide apart in single rows. See generally Grunenberg, supra.  Grunenberg argues 
that this supposedly neutral context in which to view art is anything but neutral. Id.  
 44. See Wood, Authorities, supra note 21, at 110. 
 45. See Elizabeth Mansfield, Introduction, in ART HISTORY AND ITS INSTITU-
TIONS: FOUNDATIONS OF A DISCIPLINE 1, 2 (Elizabeth Mansfield ed., 2002) (stating 
that museums are one of the foundations of the discipline of art history). 
 46. See Emma Barker, Introduction, in CONTEMPORARY CULTURES OF DISPLAY 
8, 13-14 (Emma Barker ed., 1999) 
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scholarship.47  Each one has a unique focus in the art and objects it 
collects, and a unique style of presenting its collection and providing a 
place for learning.48 
3. Developing and Managing a Collection 
Managing the museum collection is a cornerstone of museum oper-
ations.49  Collections management encompasses documenting, pre-
serving, and developing museum collections for study and exhibi-
tion.50  A collections management policy guides the museum toward 
achieving the museum’s mission and enables the museum to meet its 
legal and ethical obligations.51  A comprehensive policy is essential 
because it clarifies and explains the purpose of an individual museum 
and the duties of that museum’s officers and staff.52  Developing and 
managing a collection is the counterpart to the museum’s mission to 
exhibit and share cultural knowledge. 
Ideally, a collections management policy addresses the standards 
for acquiring artworks for and disposing of artworks from the muse-
um collection.53  Usually, the curators, the director, and the board of 
trustees are all involved in deciding on acquisitions and dispositions.54  
A museum acquires artwork by purchase, exchange, gift, or bequest.55  
“Acquisition” refers to the transfer of ownership title to the muse-
um.56  “Accessioning” is the formal process of registering into the mu-
 
 47. See Smith, Museum Teeters, supra note 2 (noting that a museum and its col-
lection are a civic, business, and cultural asset). 
 48. Lowry, Deontological Approach, supra note 24, at 136 (“[N]o two art muse-
ums are alike since no two . . . share the same idea and the same set of objects, not to 
mention the same building and community.  Architecturally and programmatically 
this means that there can never be a single typology for the art museum, since each 
museum is unique.”). 
 49. DANIEL B. REIBEL, REGISTRATION METHODS FOR THE SMALL MUSEUM 5 (4th 
ed. 2008) (“The museum registration system is the museum’s memory . . .  A museum 
that fails to keep good records fails in its primary function; some would say its only 
function.”).   
 50. Simmons, Collections Management, supra note 11, at 24. 
 51. See id.; see also AAMD PROF’L PRACTICES, supra note 18, ¶ 12. 
 52. MARIE C. MALARO, A LEGAL PRIMER ON MANAGING MUSEUM COLLECTIONS 
46 (2d ed. 1998) [hereinafter MALARO, LEGAL PRIMER].  Malaro also states that 
“[t]he form and content of any policy rests essentially with the individual museum, 
and it should be tailored to the needs of the museum.” Id. at 46. 
 53. Id. 
 54. AAMD PROF’L PRACTICES, supra note 18,  ¶ 15. 
 55. Clarisse Carnell & Rebecca Buck, Acquisitions and Accessioning, in MUSEUM 
REGISTRATION METHODS 44, 44 (Rebecca A. Buck & Jean Allmam Gillmore eds., 
5th ed. 2011). 
 56. Id.  
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seum’s collection an artwork acquired by the museum.57  The artwork 
officially becomes part of the museum collection when the museum 
registrar, the figure responsible for the documentation of the collec-
tion, accessions it into the museum’s collections records.58  
Deaccessioning is the process of permanently removing an object 
from a museum’s collection.59  Museum curators, directors, and 
boards of trustees typically decide to deaccession an artwork because 
the artwork no longer fits the museum’s mission, the artwork is of 
poor or deteriorating quality, or for legal reasons.60  A museum then 
disposes of a work by sale, auction, exchange, or grant to an individu-
al or another institution.61 
Developing and refining a museum collection involves both acces-
sioning and deaccessioning.62  Museums can, if the object was ac-
quired without restriction against sale,63 deaccession to refine and en-
hance the quality, use, and character of its holdings.64  This type of 
deaccessioning reflects changing tastes and new scholarship.65  It is 
 
 57. MALARO, LEGAL PRIMER, supra note 52, at 60; see also Reibel, supra note 49, 
at 53 (adding that accessioning “is a serious step”).  “Accession” is a noun, verb, and 
adjective, referring to the transaction of acquiring one or more objects, the act of ac-
quiring and registering an object, and describing an object that has been accessioned 
or something related to accessioning procedures. Accession, Accessioning, Acces-
sioned, in MUSEUM REGISTRATION METHODS 51, 51–52 (Rebecca A. Buck & Jean 
Allmam Gillmore eds., 5th ed. 2011).   
 58. See Buck, supra note 40, at 13; Carnell & Buck, supra note 55, at 44.   
 59. MALARO, LEGAL PRIMER, supra note 52, at 217.  Deaccessioning and dispos-
ing are two separate steps; nevertheless, people frequently refer collectively to the 
deaccession and disposal by sale of an artwork as “deaccessioning.” See, e.g., Chris-
topher Knight, Art Museum Directors Call for Boycott, L.A. TIMES CULTURE MON-
STER (Dec. 5, 2008, 1:25 PM), http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/culturemonster/2008/ 
12/national-academ.html (“Deaccessions (or sales) of art from museum collections is 
a subject fraught with difficulty . . . .”) (emphasis added).  This Note will maintain a 
distinction between the two concepts of removing an artwork from the collection and 
selling the artwork. 
 60. Simmons, Collections Management, supra note 11, at 28.  Legal reasons in-
clude repatriation or compliance with statutes such as the Native American Grave 
Protection and Repatriation Act.  25 U.S.C §§ 3001 (1)–(13) (1990). 
 61. See ASS’N OF ART MUSEUM DIRS., ART MUSEUMS AND THE PRACTICE OF 
DEACCESSIONING (Nov. 2007), available at http://aamd.org/papers/; Morris, supra 
note 14, at 102–05. 
 62. See, e.g., Simmons, Collections Management, supra note 11, at 27–28 (com-
menting that adding and removing artworks from a collection are ways to focus and 
refine the collection, to allow the museum to better serve its mission). 
 63. John Canaday, Very Quiet and Very Dangerous, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 27, 1972, at 
D21.   
 64. ASS’N OF ART MUSEUM DIRS., supra note 61. 
 65. Wilstach Estate, 1 Pa. D. & C.2d 197, 207 (1954) (“An art museum, if it is to 
serve the cultural and educational needs of the community, cannot remain static.  It 
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deemed a practice necessary for the growth of the museum itself and 
for the development of its collection.66  By writing and embracing in-
formed and structured collections management policies, a museum 
can ensure that it keeps only the artworks of the highest educational, 
historical, and artistic quality.67 
B. Understanding Public Trust Theories 
A museum carries out its mission to collect and exhibit objects for 
the benefit of the public.68  Understanding the different ways that the 
concept of “public trust” can apply to museums and their collections 
illustrates why there is no consensus on the issue of deaccessioning.  
The different interpretations also explain why many commentators 
deem using deaccessioning sales proceeds to pay operating costs a 
failure of the museum’s duty to the public.  Part I.B.1 discusses the 
public trust as a legal entity and as a legal doctrine.  Part I.B.2 ex-
plains the concept of the public’s trust and confidence in museums to 
fulfill their public missions. 
1. Museums as a Public Trust 
Discussions about deaccessioning center around the theory that 
museums hold their collections in a public trust and that the public 
trust doctrine should apply to museum collections.69  A public trust is 
distinguishable from the public trust doctrine.  Public trust refers to 
the type of organizing structure a museum may have, as well as the 
legal responsibilities that that structure demands.70  A public, or char-
itable, trust is a trust designed to benefit the public.71  A museum or-
ganized as a public trust has the fiduciary duties to use trust property 
for designated charitable purposes.72 
The public trust doctrine holds that the public has a right to the use 
of navigable waters, a right that the state is responsible for protect-
ing.73  Historically, the doctrine has been applied to the protection of 
 
must keep abreast of the advances of the times, like every other institution whose 
purpose is to educate and enlighten the community.”). 
 66. Id. 
 67. Id. at 208; see Morris, supra note 14, at 100. 
 68. See, e.g., AAM CODE, supra note 18. 
 69. See infra Part II.B. 
 70. See White, OK to Sell, supra note 31 1048–51. 
 71. BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY 1649 (9th ed. 2009). 
 72. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TRUSTS § 348 (1959). 
 73. BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY 1352 (9th ed. 2009). 
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the public’s access to natural resources, even when the land or re-
source is owned privately.74  Courts have held that land and natural 
resources that once belonged to the public trust cannot return to pri-
vate hands.75  Before entering a museum collection, art is private 
property with no public interest.76  Thus, the public trust doctrine, as 
applied to museums, connotes the idea that art owned by museums is 
part of the public domain for the public benefit.77  In this regard, the 
public trust doctrine would treat art as an abstract trust held by public 
institutions as a public resource.78  Thus, it would be misleading to 
analogize art donated to museums to navigable waters.79 
In another interpretation of “public trust,” the New York State 
Board of Regents codified the definition of public trust as the muse-
um’s responsibility to serve and hold assets in trust for the public 
benefit.80  Despite these varying definitions, every side of the 
deaccessioning debate refers to museums as a public trust to refer-
ence the duties museums owe to the public with respect to their oper-
ations and collections management.81 
2. The Public’s Trust in Museums 
On the other hand, leaders in the museum field have put their own 
twist on the term “public trust,” and they employ the term not only in 
the legal sense of setting aside property for the benefit of the public, 
but also to refer to “the public’s trust in art museums” as a moral is-
 
 74. See generally Derek Fincham, Deaccession of Art from the Public Trust, 16 
ART ANTIQUITY & L. 1, 23–24 (2011) (discussing the history of public trust doctrine 
analysis).   
 75. See Patty Gerstenblith, The Fiduciary Duty of Museum Trustees, 8 COLUM.-
VLA J.L. & ARTS. 175, 184 (1983) (citing Payne v. Kassab, 361 A.2d 263 (1976)). 
 76. But see, e.g., JOSEPH L. SAX, PLAYING DARTS WITH A REMBRANDT: PUBLIC 
AND PRIVATE RIGHTS IN CULTURAL TREASURES (1999) (advocating for implying a 
public interest in art, even if privately owned, paralleling the public trust doctrine 
treatment of natural resources). 
 77. See, e.g., Fincham, supra note 74, at 23; Gerstenblith, supra note 75, at 184. 
 78. Hardman v. Feinstein, 195 Cal. App. 3d 157, 163 n.3 (Ct. App. 1987) (noting 
that the public trust doctrine “pertains to abstract trusts, such as tidelands and wa-
terways, and not to formal charitable trusts) (citing National Audubon Society v. Su-
perior Court, 33 Cal. 3d 419, 431 (1983)). 
 79. See MALARO, LEGAL PRIMER, supra note 52, at 220 n.9. 
 80. N.Y. COMP. CODES R. & REGS. tit. 8, § 3.27(a)(18) (2011). 
 81. See, e.g.,AAMD PROF’L PRACTICES, supra note 18; Simmons, Collections 
Management, supra note 11, at 24.  See generally Donn Zaretsky, THE ART LAW 
BLOG, http://theartlawblog.blogspot.com/ (last visited Mar. 31, 2012). 
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sue.82  The public’s trust refers to the trust and confidence that the 
public has given to the museum to collect, preserve, and make availa-
ble works of art.83  This view contends that the public has entrusted 
museums with the authority and responsibility to develop and man-
age a collection of art and provide public enjoyment of art through 
exhibitions.84 
One important question when exploring the public’s trust in muse-
ums is the scope of the “public” referred to in the public trust con-
cept.85  Specifically, the question is whether the scope encompasses 
the public on a national or regional level, or even more narrowly, the 
community that the museum actually serves.86  The issue is whether 
the interests and concerns of the public that a museum serves are the 
same as those of another community.87 
Museum mission statements define the museum’s purpose and ob-
ligation to its own community.88  As private institutions, museums 
have to establish their authority to accomplish their missions, thereby 
gaining the public’s trust.89  Maintaining the public’s trust, according-
ly, is a matter of maintaining the museum’s authority and trustwor-
thiness in defining its mission and having the proper means, whether 
financial or human resources, facilities, or collections, to carry out 
 
 82. Lowry, Deontological Approach, supra note 24, at 143.  The director of the 
Museum of Modern Art in New York asks, “But what is public trust? How is this 
trust created, and what does it mean to lose it?  Is the concept of public trust an ethi-
cal or legal one?” Id. at 133.  The director of the Art Institute in Chicago contends 
that the relationship between museum and the public is intentionally one determined 
by trust, not law.  Wood, Authorities, supra note 21, at 121. 
 83. See, e.g., Cuno, Object of Art Museums, supra note 10, at 73 (“The public has 
entrusted in us the authority and responsibility to select, preserve, and provide its ac-
cess to works of art . . . .”); Lowry, Deontological Approach, supra note 24, at 143 
(“For insofar as public trust means retaining the confidence of the public, museums 
must be perceived to be acting both responsibly and for the common good.”).  
 84. See Cuno, Object of Art Museums, supra note 10, at 73 (“And in turn, we 
have agreed to dedicate all of our resources—financial, physical, and intellectual—to 
this purpose.  Art museums are a public trust.”). 
 85. Lowry, Deontological Approach, supra note 24, at 133. 
 86. Id. 
 87. Id.   
 88. Museum mission statements can, and should, be reassessed over time to re-
flect experience and changing aspirations. Wood, Authorities, supra note 21, at 120. 
 89. See generally id. (positing that the public’s trust in museums is founded upon 
the museum’s authority, for which there are eight types: nourishment, expertise, hier-
archy, memory, conservation, architecture, mission, and leadership).  The nature of 
the museum’s authority is essential because “if the museum fails to carefully define 
and conscientiously exercise this authority, it will fail the very public that has granted 
it and which ultimately has the power to revoke it.” Id. at 104. 
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that mission.90  Recently, this authority has been significantly under-
mined by disagreements internal to as well as outside of the museum 
field about how museums should manage their collections.91 
C. History and Development of Deaccessioning Policies 
Deaccessioning is a common and necessary process for museums to 
manage their collections.92  The practice of deaccessioning, however, 
is often controversial because when an artwork is part of a museum’s 
collection it transforms into a protected object.93  Since the 1970s, mu-
seums and their stakeholders have become increasingly concerned 
with the need for deaccessioning policies that comport with the mu-
seum’s mission and legal obligations, as well as with the public’s ex-
pectations of museum accountability.94  Intense media attention on 
the deaccessioning policy debate escalates the urgency with which 
museums, courts, and legislators try to develop sustainable policies.95  
Part I.C identifies three sources of prescriptions on collections man-
agement policies: museums’ professional codes of ethics, judicial 
analysis, and state legislation. 
1. Professional Codes of Ethics 
The longest standing guidelines for the museum community on 
deaccessioning policies originate from museum professional organiza-
tions.  The most prevalent organizations are the Association of Amer-
ican Museums (AAM), which encompasses all types of museums and 
their staff,96 and the Association of Art Museum Directors (AAMD), 
a smaller group comprised of directors of art museums.97  Both of the-
 
 90. See id. 
 91. See infra Part II. 
 92. See supra Part I.A.3. 
 93. Reibel, supra note 49, at 53 (“Before the object is accessioned it is a piece of 
property with which the owners can do anything they wish . . . .”).  For an example of 
a museum avoiding deaccessioning restrictions by selling artwork donated to the mu-
seum before accessioning them into the collection, see Judith H. Dobrzynski, What 
About That Clyfford Still Museum Plan To “Deaccession”?, REAL CLEAR ARTS 
(Nov. 18, 2010, 8:18 PM), http://www.artsjournal.com/realcleararts/2010/11/clyfford_ 
still_deaccessioning.html. 
 94. See MALARO, LEGAL PRIMER, supra note 52, at 230; Morris, supra note 14, at 
100. 
 95. See Chris Burgess & Rachel Shane, Deaccessioning: A Policy Perspective, 41 
J. ARTS MGMT. L. & SOC’Y 170, 175 (2011). 
 96. About AAM, supra note 23. 
 97. About AAMD, supra note 31.  There is also the ICOM, an international net-
work of institutions and museum professionals. ICOM MISSIONS, INT’L COUNCIL OF 
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se organizations seek to advance the museum field by establishing 
and promoting the highest professional and ethical standards in order 
to validate the self-governance of museums.98  AAM also conducts an 
accreditation program, which awards museums with a widely recog-
nized seal of approval for “its commitment to excellence, accountabil-
ity, high professional standards and continued institutional improve-
ment.”99 
AAM and AAMD strictly limit the use of deaccessioning funds to 
acquiring other items for the museum’s collection.100  These organiza-
tions want to restrict the use of deaccession proceeds because, once 
an object enters a museum collection, it becomes part of the public 
trust,101 and a museum’s directors and trustees have a duty to protect 
and maintain the object for the benefit of the public.102 
Museums and professional organizations began promulgating ethi-
cal codes on deaccessioning, and museum practices in general, in re-
sponse to Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York’s (Metropolitan 
 
MUSEUMS, http://icom.museum/who-we-are/the-organisation/icom-missions.html (last 
visited Feb. 24, 2012). 
 98. AM. ASS’N OF MUSEUMS, CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS art. II § 1 (2009), avail-
able at http://www.aam-us.org/aboutaam/governance/upload/AAM_Constitution_ 
and_Bylaws_February_2009-20_final.pdf [hereinafter AAM CONSTITUTION]; About 
AAMD, supra note 31.  Membership, however, is voluntary, so many museums 
choose to be subject to these rules.  Yet, in the museum field, it is of critical im-
portance to a museum to achieve accreditation and to be a member of these organi-
zations.  The standards that organizations like AAM and AAMD set are very influ-
ential in the museum world—museums will endeavor to follow them even if they are 
not yet accredited or members.  For further discussion, see infra Part II.A.1. 
 99. AAM Accreditation Program, AM. ASS’N OF MUSEUMS, http://www.aam-
us.org/museumresources/accred/ (last visited Feb. 24, 2012). 
 100. AAM CODE, supra note 18, at 3 (“Proceeds from the sale of nonliving collec-
tions are to be used consistent with the established standards of the museum’s disci-
pline, but in no event shall they be used for anything other than acquisition or direct 
care of collections.”); AAMD PROF’L PRACTICES, supra note 18, ¶ 25 (“Funds re-
ceived from the disposal of a deaccessioned work shall not be used for operations or 
capital expenses. Such funds . . . may be used only for the acquisition of works of art 
in a manner consistent with the museum’s policy on the use of restricted acquisition 
funds.”); see also INT’L COUNCIL OF MUSEUMS, CODE OF ETHICS FOR MUSEUMS § 2.16 
(2006), available at http://network.icom.museum/icom-us.html [hereinafter ICOM 
CODE] (“Museum collections are held in public trust and may not be treated as a re-
alizable asset.  Money or compensation received from the deaccessioning and dispos-
al . . . should be used solely for the benefit of the collection and usually for acquisi-
tions to that same collection.”). 
 101. See discussion of the public trust concept supra Part I.B. 
 102. See generally AAM CODE, supra note 18;AAMD PROF’L PRACTICES, supra 
note 18. 
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Museum) plan to sell several major artworks in 1972.103  The New 
York State Attorney General initiated an investigation of the Metro-
politan Museum after The New York Times reported that the muse-
um had sold paintings from a bequeathed collection.104  The New 
York Times article harshly criticized the museum for deaccessioning 
to sell the paintings for cash, or for any reason at all.105  In the end, 
the Attorney General decided that self-regulation, rather than legisla-
tive intervention, would allow museums to establish policies and 
guidelines that the public could trust.106  Collaborating with the At-
torney General’s office, the Metropolitan Museum drafted new col-
lections management policies that required the museum to notify the 
Attorney General of decisions to deaccession, to sell deaccessioned 
objects at public auction, and to get court approval for any deviations 
from donor restrictions.107  The Metropolitan Museum case brought 
to light many issues at the intersection of museum governance and 
the law that are still central to today’s discussion about museum 
deaccessioning.108  These issues include the public interest in the ob-
jects in museum collections, whether art in museum collections should 
ever move to private hands, and the State Attorney General’s role in 
overseeing charitable organizations.109 
More recently, the National Academy of Art (National Academy), 
a member of AAMD, decided to sell paintings from its collection to 
raise revenue needed for immediate operating costs.110  The board’s 
decision was supported by a nearly unanimous vote from the artist 
 
 103. Burgess & Shane, supra note 95, at 173; Cirigliana, supra note 10, at 365; see 
AAM CODE, supra note 18. 
 104. See Rousseau, Theodore, Jr., DICTIONARY OF ART HISTORIANS, http://www. 
dictionaryofarthistorians.org/rousseaut.htm (last visited Feb. 24, 2012); Canaday, su-
pra note 63. 
 105. See Canaday, supra note 63. 
 106. Burgess & Shane, supra note 95, at 172. 
 107. JOHN HENRY MERRYMAN ET AL., LAW, ETHICS, AND THE VISUAL ARTS 1275 
(5th ed. 2007). 
 108. E.g., Burgess & Shane, supra note 95, at 173. 
 109. See, e.g., id.; Marion Maneker, The Problems with the Public Trust, ART 
MARKET MONITOR (Apr. 2, 2009), http://artmarketmonitor.com/2009/04/02/the-
problems-with-public-trust (“[T]he problem with the deaccessioning debate is that it 
debates the wrong subject—whether works can be sold for any other reason than 
buying different works.  The real deaccessioning debate has yet to take place.  That 
debate would revolve around the question of who is the best custodian for a work of 
art—and [sic] individual or an institution—and what are the best mechanisms for 
transferring custody of the works—the art market or institutional authority.”). 
 110. Robin Pogrebin, Branded a Pariah, the National Academy is Struggling to 
Survive, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 22, 2008, at C1 [hereinafter Pogrebin, Branded a Pariah]. 
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members of the National Academy.111  Knowing that this decision 
violated the ethical codes of AAMD, the Academy withdrew its 
membership from the association.112  This move elicited a quick and 
caustic response from AAMD, which issued a letter reprimanding the 
Academy’s decision and forbidding all members from collaborating 
with the Academy on exhibition loan programs.113  Cutting the Na-
tional Academy off from the museum network in this manner further 
crippled the museum’s ability to mount exhibitions, increase admis-
sions numbers, and remain relevant to the community, which are fac-
tors that influence the philanthropic support a museum will receive 
for operating expenses.114  Even though the museum was on the brink 
of closing down, the AAMD was adamant about making an example 
of the Academy for the rest of the museum community.115 
2. Judicial Analysis of Deaccessions 
Courts have addressed cases challenging museum deaccessions by 
examining donor intent and fiduciary duties.  Courts will analyze do-
nor intent under the cy près doctrine, which allows the courts to mod-
ify terms of a gift or trust that have become impracticable or wasteful 
to apply.116  Courts will approve of a different use of the property to 
the extent that the use reasonably approximates the original purpose 
of the gift or trust in light of new, extenuating circumstances.117  In a 
notable case, the Tennessee Court of Appeals approved of the Fisk 
University’s agreement with Crystal Bridges Museum of American 
Art (Crystal Bridges), an Arkansas museum, to sell to Crystal Bridges 
a one-half interest in a collection of artwork donated by Georgia 
 
 111. Id. (artist members voted 183 to 1, with one abstention, to sell the paintings). 
 112. Christopher Knight, Art Museum Directors Call for Boycott, CULTURE MON-
STER, L.A. TIMES (Dec. 5, 2008, 1:25 PM), http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/culturemon 
ster/2008/12/national-academ.html. 
 113. Pogrebin, Branded a Pariah, supra note 110. 
 114. See Judith H. Dobrzynski, The Academic Dilemma, WALL ST. J. (Sept. 15, 
2011), www.online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903461304576526744239052266. 
html [hereinafter Dobrzynski, Academic Dilemma]. 
 115. The AAMD’s reaction is at odds with its recognition that application of its 
principles depends on the particular circumstances that a museum faces.  See infra 
note 171 and accompanying text. 
 116. RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TRUSTS § 67; Gerstenblith, supra note 75, at 188. 
 117. RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TRUSTS § 67; PATTY GERSTENBLITH, ART, CUL-
TURAL HERITAGE, AND THE LAW 272 (2d ed. 2008) (describing the cy près doctrine 
and the public interest in modifying the gift so that it does not fail and the public can 
continue benefiting from it). 
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O’Keefe.118  Under the agreement, the two institutions would share 
the expenses of maintaining the collection and alternately exhibit the 
collection.119  O’Keefe, however, conditioned her gift with a re-
striction that Fisk University would never sell the collection and that 
the collection was to remain in the Fisk University Galleries.120  The 
court granted cy près relief.121  In light of the University’s dire finan-
cial condition, which rendered the University incapable of caring for 
and exhibiting the collection, the arrangement between Fisk Universi-
ty and Crystal Bridges most closely follows the donor’s expressed in-
tent.122  The court of appeals affirmed the trial court’s decision to 
modify the no-sale condition on O’Keefe’s gift.123 
The Tennessee Court of Appeals also addressed the use of pro-
ceeds from the sale of the donated collection.124  The court held that 
Fisk University could use proceeds from the sale towards its immedi-
ate debt obligations, reversing the trial court’s order for Fisk Univer-
sity to create an endowment for the care of the collection with the 
proceeds.125  The appellate court reasoned that the imposition on the 
use of proceeds exceeded the scope of judicial authority under the cy 
près doctrine.126 
Non-profit corporation law is applicable to evaluate whether the 
particular use of an institution’s assets is appropriate.  The court in In 
re Friends for Long Island’s Heritage127 held that assets donated to a 
non-profit corporation for educational purposes could not be used 
towards paying off debts upon dissolution of the corporation.128  The 
court found that donor intent trumped creditor claims, even in disso-
lution.129 
Courts have also applied the business judgment rule, or a similar 
standard, in cases challenging a museum’s decision to sell items from 
 
 118. See In re Fisk Univ., No. M2010–02615–COA–R3CV, 2011 WL 5966893, at 
*1–2 (Tenn. Ct. App. Nov. 29, 2011). 
 119. Id. at *1. 
 120. Id. at *5. 
 121. See id. at *8. 
 122. Id. at *5–8. 
 123. Id. at *8. 
 124. Id. 
 125. See id. at *12. 
 126. See id. at *11. 
 127. 911 N.Y.S.2d 412 (N.Y. App. Div. 2010). 
 128. See id. at 417 (applying N.Y. NOT-FOR-PROFIT CORP. LAW § 513 (2010) & 
N.Y. EDUC. LAW § 220 (McKinney 2009)). 
 129. Id. at 420 (applying N.Y. NOT-FOR-PROFIT CORP. LAW §§ 513(b), 1002-a(c)(1) 
(2010)). 
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its collection.130  In Dennis v. Buffalo Academy of Fine Arts, the 
court held that the Albright-Knox Gallery’s decision to sell its collec-
tion of Victorian antiquities and to use the sales proceeds to refocus 
the collection and the gallery on contemporary art was unreviewable 
under the business judgment rule.131  Similarly, a Pennsylvania court 
held that the Philadelphia Museum of Art had the right as trustee of a 
bequeathed collection to sell objects from the collection when the 
museum decided, after almost fifteen years of deliberation, that the 
sale “would best serve the interests of the collection as a whole.”132  A 
California court held that the board of trustees of the Pasadena Art 
Museum has broad discretion in managing the affairs of the museum, 
including what art to deaccession, so long as the trustees act in good 
faith and exercise reasonable care.133  It has been difficult, however, 
for courts to develop a uniform standard for evaluating 
deaccessioning decisions.134   
3. Current and Proposed State Legislation 
Despite the trend toward self-regulation as well as AAM’s and 
AAMD’s promulgation of ethical guidelines beginning in the 1980s, 
government actors began to step in to establish deaccessioning guide-
lines in the mid-2000s.135  At present, New York is the only state to 
have a codified deaccessioning policy for museums.136  Initially, the 
New York State Board of Regents enacted regulations against the use 
of sales proceeds for anything but future art acquisitions.  Since then, 
legislators have proposed changes to the state education law to pro-
hibit the use of deaccessioning sales proceeds for institutional operat-
ing costs. 
 
 130. See generally Jason R. Goldstein, Note, Deaccession: Not Such a Dirty Word, 
15 CARDOZO ARTS & ENT. L.J. 213, 213–18 (1997) (endorsing the application of the 
business judgment rule to museum director decisions and only codifying a standard of 
conduct as opposed to limiting directors’ freedom of action). 
 131. No. 2007-2220, 2007 WL 8409976, at *1 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 2007). 
 132. Wilstach Estate, 1 Pa. D. & C.2d 197, 206 (1954). 
 133. Rowan v. Pasadena Art Museum, Case No. C 322817 (Cal. Super. Ct. 1981) 
(unpublished), reprinted in MERRYMAN, supra note 107, at 1282, 1285–86. 
 134. For in-depth discussions on the fiduciary duties of museum boards and direc-
tors, see Gerstenblith, supra note 75. Sue Chen, Art Deaccessions and the Limits of 
Fiduciary Duty, 14 ART ANTIQUITY & L. 103 (2009) and White, OK to Sell, supra 
note 31, offer insight into whether courts should uniformly apply trust standards of 
fiduciary duty to deaccession decisions. 
 135. Burgess & Shane, supra note 95, at 179. 
 136. Cirigliana, supra note 10, at 379. 
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a. New York State Board of Regents Rules 
In New York State, the Board of Regents of the Department of 
Education charters museums as educational institutions.137  Museums 
risk losing their Board of Regents charters if they violate any of the 
rules and regulations of the Board of Regents.138  The Board of Re-
gents regulations relating to museum collections (Regents Rules), ef-
fective May 2011, restrict the use of deaccessioning sales proceeds to 
new acquisitions, prohibiting the use of any part of the collection as 
collateral for a loan and the use of deaccessioning sales proceeds for 
operating costs.139  The Regents Rules define deaccessioning as “(i) 
removing an object from an institution’s collection, or (ii) the act of 
recording/processing a removal from an institution’s collection.”140  
The Regents Rules state that a decision to deaccession is appropriate 
only if the decision satisfies at least one of the provided criteria.141  
 
 137. N.Y. EDUC. LAW § 216 (McKinney 2011) (“[The regents] may incorporate any 
. . . museum . . . whose approved purposes are, in whole or in part, of educational or 
cultural value deemed worthy of recognition and encouragement by the university.”).  
For example, the Chelsea Art Museum in New York risked revocation of its charter 
when it pledged as collateral for a loan works from its permanent collection.  The 
museum needed the loan to make its mortgage payments. Erica Orden & Craig 
Karmin, Chelsea Museum Risks Losing Charter, WALL ST. J. (Aug. 10, 2010), 
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703428604575419751923867136.html.   
 138. E.g., New York State Board of Regents, Statement on the Governance Role 
of a Trustee Board Member 1 (May 2010), available at http://www.regents.nysed.gov/ 
about/stmt07.pdf. 
 139. N.Y. COMP. CODES R. & REGS. tit. 8, § 3.27(c)(6)(e)(v)–(vii) (McKinney 2011) 
(providing that items in the collection may not be used as collateral for a loan and 
may not be capitalized, and that proceeds derived from deaccessioning may only be 
used for future acquisitions and may never be used for operating expenses); see also 
Robin Pogrebin, Board of Regents Limits Museum Sales, N.Y. TIMES, May 18, 2011, 
at C3 (reporting that the Board of Regents made permanent a set of emergency regu-
lations instated in 2008, which prohibited museums from selling artworks for operat-
ing costs). 
 140. N.Y. COMP. CODES R. & REGS. tit. 8, § 3.27(a)(10) (McKinney 2011). 
 141. Subsection (c)(7) Deaccessioning of Collections states:  
An institution may deaccession an item in its collection only in a manner 
consistent with its mission statement and collections management policy and 
where one or more of the following criteria have been met: (i) the item is 
inconsistent with the mission of the institution as set forth in its mission 
statement; (ii) the item has failed to retain its identity; (iii) the item is re-
dundant; (iv) the item’s preservation and conservation needs are beyond the 
capacity of the institution to provide; (v) the item is deaccessioned to ac-
complish refinement of collections; (vi) it has been established that the item 
is inauthentic; (vii) the institution is repatriating the item or returning the 
item to its rightful owner; (viii) the institution is returning the item to the 
donor, or the donor’s heirs or assigns, to fulfill donor restrictions relating to 
the item which the institution is no longer able to meet; (ix) the item pre-
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This requirement makes the Regents Rules stricter than the standards 
established by the AAM and AAMD, which only suggest that muse-
ums should consider similar criteria.142 
The Regents Rules, as they now stand, originated in 2008 as an 
emergency amendment in response to the plans of some New York 
museums in desperate financial situations to sell portions of their col-
lections to raise funds for operating costs.143  In fact, the original pro-
posal in 2008 would have allowed museums to sell paintings to pay for 
debts and avoid bankruptcy and dissolution.144  The proposal, howev-
er, did not pass.  Instead, the approved temporary amendment pro-
hibited museums from using their collections as collateral for loans 
and selling their collections to pay debts.145  The ad hoc advisory 
committee on deaccessioning emphasized the need for the Regents 
Rules to clarify deaccessioning policy rules for New York State mu-
seums.146  Based on the concern that “[e]ven if a museum fails we 
want to keep collections in the public trust and not lose them to debt 
or insolvency,”147 the Board of Regents voted to disallow museums 
from using their collections as a means for escaping debt or insolven-
cy.148  The Board of Regents began with the intention to provide mu-
 
sents a hazard to people or other collection items; and/or (x) the item has 
been lost or stolen and has not been recovered. 
Id. § 3.27(c)(7). 
 142. Amy Goldrich, Museum Deaccessioning in NY State, ENTM’T, ARTS & 
SPORTS L. BLOG (May 20, 2011, 11:16 AM), http://nysbar.com/blogs/EASL/2011/05/ 
test_post.html. 
 143. For instance, Fort Ticonderoga, a historic site in upstate New York, wanted to 
sell artworks to fill a $2.5 million gap in its budget.  Robin Pogrebin, Bill Seeks to 
Regulate Museums’ Art Sales, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 18, 2009, at C1 [hereinafter 
Pogrebin, Bill Seeks to Regulate]. 
 144. Memorandum from Jeffery W. Cannell, Deputy Comm’r for Cultural Educ., 
to Cultural Educ. Comm., re: Emergency Amendment of Regents Rule § 3.27, Relat-
ing to Museum Collections Mgmt. Policies (Dec. 1, 2008), available at http://www. 
regents.nysed.gov/meetings/2008Meetings/December2008/1208cea3.htm [hereinafter 
Dec. 2008 Regents Meeting]. 
 145. Id. 
 146. Memorandum from Jeffery W. Cannell, Deputy Comm’r for Cultural Educ., 
to Bd. of Regents of New York, re: Amendment of Regents Rule § 3.27, Relating to 
Museum Collections Mgmt. Pol’ys. (May 5, 2011), available at http://www.regents.ny 
sed.gov/meetings/2011Meetings/May2011/511brca3revised.pdf [hereinafter May 2011 
Regents Meeting]. 
 147. Id.  New York Education Law already restricts the use of deaccessioning 
funds on the New York State Museum, a state-run museum.  N.Y. EDUC. LAW § 233-
a (McKinney 2009).  Originally, this statute restricting the New York State Museum 
was to apply to all museums. Goldstein, supra note 130, at n.159. 
 148. See May 2011 Regents Meeting, supra note 146. 
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seums in financial straits with a means to survive, but instead focused 
restrictions on keeping museum collections intact.149 
b. Proposed New York State Legislation 
In response to attempts of many museums to turn to their collec-
tions as financial resources in the mid-2000s, New York Assembly-
man Richard Brodsky and Senator Jose M. Serrano introduced As-
sembly Bill 6959 (Brodsky Bill) to the New York Assembly in 2009.150  
Assemblyman Brodsky was intensely concerned with the museums’ 
disregard for their responsibilities to the public trust.151  He sought to 
amend New York State education laws to protect the public interest 
in museum collections.152  The Brodsky Bill, which parallels the 
deaccessioning policies promulgated by AAM and AAMD, seeks to 
protect “the integrity and existence of museum collections handed to 
us by earlier generations as a sacred cultural and ethical trust.”153  The 
Brodsky Bill limits the circumstances under which deaccessioning is 
appropriate and prohibits the use of funds gained for anything except 
the future acquisition of artworks.154  The bill, like the AAM and 
AAMD ethical codes, expressly prohibits the funding of “traditional 
and customary operating expenses” through sales from the museum’s 
collection.155 
Unlike the Regents Rules, which only apply to museums chartered 
by the Board of Regents, the amended education law would apply to 
all museums in the state, regardless of their charter.156  Thus, muse-
 
 149. See Dec. 2008 Regents Meeting, supra note 144. 
 150. Assemb. B. 6959-A, 232d Sess. (N.Y. 2009).  Deaccessioning events that moti-
vated the submission of the Brodsky Bill to the New York Assembly include those of 
the National Academy of Art, supra notes 110–15 and accompanying text, the Rose 
Museum at Brandeis University, infra note 188 and accompanying text, and Fort Ti-
conderoga, supra note 143 and accompanying text. 
 151. Pogrebin, Bill Seeks to Regulate, supra note 143. 
 152. Id.  The current education law addresses policies for museums chartered by 
the Board of Regents. EDUC. § 233-aa.  The Brodsky Bill proposes adding § 233-aaa, 
which delineates accessioning and deaccessioning policies.  Assemb. B. 6959-A § 2. 
 153. Assemb. B. 6959-A § 1. 
 154. Id. § 2. 
 155. Id.  In an earlier form, the bill would have required that “[a]ny museum dis-
posing of an item must make a good faith effort to sell or transfer such item to anoth-
er museum in New York state,” or otherwise a “good faith effort to sell or transfer 
such item to another public museum.”  N.Y.S. Legis. Drafting Comm’n 10608-01-9, 
232d Legis. Sess. § 233-aaa (9) (N.Y. 2009), available at http://graphics8.nytimes.com/ 
packages/pdf/arts/03182009-bill.pdf. 
 156. See Robin Pogrebin, Institutions Try to Slow Bill to Curb Sales of Art, N.Y. 
TIMES, June 23, 2009, at C1 [hereinafter Pogrebin, Bill to Curb Sales]. 
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ums in New York State such as the Metropolitan Museum of Art and 
the National Academy of Art, which were created under state legisla-
tive charters before the Board of Regents was formed, are not subject 
to Regents Rules.157  The bill would affect all museums, and any insti-
tution that falls under the bill’s definition of “collecting institution,” 
in New York State.158  Following criticism from the museum and art 
communities and withdrawal of Senator Serrano’s support, the bill 
stalled in the New York legislature159 but has since been reintroduced 
in January 2011.160 
II.  EVALUATING THE PROHIBITIONS ON THE USE OF 
DEACCESSIONING PROCEEDS 
Deaccessioning policies, as discussed in Part I.C, dictate whether a 
deaccession is appropriate and how museums may use the proceeds 
derived from the sale of deaccessioned art.  Museums now face an in-
congruous mixture of policies regarding their collections developed 
by their professional organizations, judicial decisions, and state legis-
lation.161  The opposing views on what restrictions or guidelines 
deaccessioning policies should provide are the result of different in-
terpretations of the museum’s mission and the public trust.162  Muse-
ums are dealing with a critical ethical and legal conflict because, on 
the one hand, multiple deaccessioning policies are being thrust upon 
them, and on the other, there is a disagreement as to how museums 
should fulfill their duty to the public.163 
 
 157. The Metropolitan Museum of Art and the National Academy of Art were 
charted before 1889, the year the Board of Regents was founded and imbued with the 
authority to charter educational institutions. Kimberly Pallen, Museum 
Deaccessioning: Will the Proposed Bill Have a Significant Impact?, N.Y. COUNTY 
LAWYER, Mar. 2010, at 5.  
 158. The proposed legislation defines a collecting institution as one that “is operat-
ed by a governmental entity, education corporation, not-for-profit corporation or 
charitable trust and owns or holds collections, or has collecting as a stated purpose in 
its charter, certificate of incorporation or other organizing documents, or intends to 
own or hold collections.” Assemb. B. 6959-A §2. 
 159. Robin Pogrebin, Bill to Halt Certain Sales of Artwork May Be Dead, N.Y. 
TIMES, Aug. 10, 2010, at C1 [hereinafter Pogrebin, Bill to Halt Sales]. 
 160. Assemb. B. 3957, 234th Sess. (N.Y. 2011).  The bill is sponsored by Assem-
blyman Engelbright. Id. 
 161. See Fincham, supra note 74, at 2 (“At present museums dispose of works 
without the benefit of a clear set of laws or guiding norms.”). 
 162. See supra Part I.B. 
 163. Millions of dollars and important civic institutions are at stake in the most 
publicized deaccessioning scandals.  See Kearns, supra note 20.   
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Part II.A questions who—museums, courts, or legislators—should 
create and enforce a deaccessioning policy on museums.  Part II.B 
analyzes the arguments advocating for or against deaccessioning and 
the use of deaccessioning sales proceeds for operating costs. 
A. Dictating Deaccessioning Policies: Whose Role? 
This Section evaluates the different sources of deaccessioning poli-
cies.  The New York State legislature is encroaching on an area that 
the New York State Attorney General had previously ceded to muse-
ums to regulate on their own.164  Courts have had little opportunity to 
address and develop clear precedents for deaccessioning issues.165  
Museum professional organizations, courts, and state legislatures ap-
proach deaccessioning and the museum’s related concerns from dif-
ferent perspectives.  Each group has its own relationship with, under-
standing of, and influence over the museum community.  These 
factors all have a bearing on the effectiveness of each group’s govern-
ance of museums. 
1. Museum Professional Organizations 
Ethics codes promulgated by museum professional organizations 
have effectively implemented deaccessioning policies for museums.  
Since 1973, when New York State Attorney General Louis Lefkowitz 
chose to foster self-regulation within the museum community, rather 
than impose legislation, self-regulation had been the status quo.166  
Self-regulation underscores the tradition that American museums are 
predominantly private organizations.167  Museums self-regulate by 
promulgating codes of ethics through their member-based profes-
sional organizations and by each museum developing and abiding by 
its own collections management policies to address the unique needs 
of its organization.168 
The leadership of organizations like AAM and AAMD is com-
posed of museum professionals from their diverse member institu-
tions.169  Supporters of self-regulation argue that deaccessioning and 
 
 164. See Burgess & Shane, supra note 95, at 172. 
 165. See supra Part I.C.2. 
 166. Burgess & Shane, supra note 95, at 172. 
 167. See, e.g., Wood, Authorities, supra note 21, at 116 (stating that museums are 
“fundamentally . . . self-regulated”). 
 168. See Burgess & Shane, supra note 95, at 172–73. 
 169. AAM Governance, AM. ASS’N OF MUSEUMS, http://www.aam-us.org/about 
aam/governance/index.cfm (last visited Feb. 24, 2012); AAM CONSTITUTION art. 4, § 
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collections management decisions are best made by museum profes-
sionals; museum staff should be able to exercise their expertise and 
address the specific needs of the organization.170  The AAMD also 
recognizes that the mission, internal structure, and particular circum-
stances of museums can affect how principles of collections manage-
ment should apply to that museum.171  Supporters of self-regulation 
contend that the museum staff’s discretion is greatly diminished if 
they are bound to rules that apply to one of their responsibilities, 
maintaining a collection, to the detriment of another, operating a mu-
seum that is open to the public with exhibitions and educational pro-
gramming.172  Finally, the professional organizations enforce their 
standards very strictly, mainly through the threat of social stigma 
within the museum community, revocation of membership, or the im-
position of sanctions.173 
There are drawbacks, however, to relying on professional stand-
ards to enforce deaccessioning policies.  Professional standards lack 
legal force and hinge on voluntary compliance.174  Membership with a 
professional organization is voluntary, and museums can rescind their 
membership and no longer be subject to such standards.175  Institu-
tions elect to be members of one or more of the several professional 
organizations and to be bound by the standards and codes of those 
organizations.176  Although AAM’s and AAMD’s ethical codes and 
professional guidelines are highly influential in the museum field, 
 
4 ; About AAMD—Governance, ASS’N ART MUSEUM DIRS.,  http://www.aamd.org/ 
about/#Governance (last visited Mar. 1, 2012). 
 170. Pogrebin, Bill to Curb Sales, supra note 156. 
 171. See AAMD PROF’L PRACTICES, supra note 18, at 4; Ildiko Pogany DeAngelis, 
Collections Ethics, in MUSEUM REGISTRATION METHODS 399, 401 (Rebecca A. Buck 
& Jean Allmam Gillmore eds., 5th ed. 2011) (“Given the broad range of collecting 
organization that are its members, the AAM Code expects individual museums to 
promulgate their own codes to suit the needs of their collections and organization 
types.”). 
 172. See Pogrebin, Bill to Curb Sales, supra note 156.  For example, the AAMD 
recognizes that “[a]n art museum is a[n] . . . institution—essentially educational and 
humanistic in purpose—that studies and cares for works of art and . . . exhibits and 
interprets them to the public.” AAMD PROF’L PRACTICES, supra note 18, at 4. 
 173. See supra notes 110–15 and accompanying text (describing the experience of 
the National Academy of Art in 2009). 
 174. E.g., MALARO, LEGAL PRIMER, supra note 52, at 230 (“Law can be enforced, 
whereas ethical codes (at least in the museum field) depend on voluntary compli-
ance.”); White, OK to Sell, supra note 31, at 1046 n.22. 
 175. See supra note 98. 
 176. See, e.g., AAM Standards and Best Practices for U.S. Museums, AM. ASS’N OF 
MUSEUMS, http://www.aam-us.org/aboutmuseums/standards/ (last visited Feb. 24, 
2012). 
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they may not be adequate in enforcing and holding museums ac-
countable if there is no independent professional body to monitor 
whether museums are complying.177  The social stigma associated with 
violations of AAM and AAMD codes effectively results in forcing all 
museums to follow the standards, whether or not they are members of 
or accredited by the organization, if only to avoid public scrutiny.178 
2. Judicial Analysis 
Courts can evaluate museum deaccessioning decisions on a case-
by-case basis, taking into account such factors as the decision-making 
process of museum directors, the exigencies of the museum’s need for 
funds, and the intended use of the funds.179  Individualized review of 
museum deaccessioning cases would address the diversity of museums 
and the variety of difficulties each museum may encounter.180  The 
deaccessioning cases show, however, that the law is unclear on the 
specific issue of using deaccessioning proceeds for a museum’s oper-
ating costs, and courts have not set a clear framework of analysis.181 
 The results of the cases discussed in Part I.C.2 suggest that courts 
are willing to allow museums some discretion regarding deaccession 
and the use of deaccessioning sales proceeds.182  This allowance is 
probably spurred by the dire circumstances museums are in by the 
time their cases arrive in court.183  Therefore, the cases that go to trial 
might not paint a full picture of the challenges brought against muse-
um deaccessions because of standing requirements and the high cost 
of litigation.184 
 
 177. DeAngelis, supra note 171, at 402.   
 178. See id. (citing peer pressure within the profession as the only means of enforc-
ing AAM’s ethics policies); see also Chen, supra note 134, at 134.  
 179. See, e.g., Rowan v. Pasadena Art Museum, No. C 322817 (Cal. Super. Ct., 
L.A. County, Sept. 22, 1981) (unpublished opinion), reprinted in MERRYMAN, supra 
note 107, at 1282; In re Friends for Long Island’s Heritage, 911 N.Y.S.2d 412 (N.Y. 
App. Div. 2010); Dennis v. Buffalo Academy of Art, 836 N.Y.S.2d 498 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 
2007); Wilstach Estate, 1 Pa. D. & C.2d 197, 206-08 (1954); In re Fisk Univ., No. 
M2010–02615–COA–R3CV, 2011 WL 5966893 (Tenn. Ct. App. Nov. 29, 2011). 
 180. See supra Part I.A.1. 
 181. See cases cited supra note 179; see also White, OK to Sell, supra note 31, at 
1045–46 & nn.22–23 (explaining that, for the few court cases dealing with 
deaccessioning, judges have not provided “insight into their decision-making process-
es and, as a result, offer no direction for future applicability.”). 
 182. See MALARO, LEGAL PRIMER, supra note 52, at 232. 
 183. Id. 
 184. Standing to bring a case against museums for deaccessioning decisions is very 
limited and there is no clear rule on the issue.  See Sugin, supra note 33, at 550 (“[A] 
university [with respect to its museum] cannot be sure that its decision to sell some 
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State Attorneys General are heavily involved in many 
deaccessioning cases that make their way into courts.185  State Attor-
neys General are responsible for overseeing institutions that are set 
up for the public benefit.186  As such, they have standing to bring a 
case against a museum (or any charitable trust) for failing to achieve 
the museum’s charitable purpose.187  Donors, heirs of donors, and 
members of museums have also been able to sue museums, seeking 
injunctions on the sale of artwork.188  One court held, however, that 
city taxpayers and the general public lacked standing to sue the trus-
tees of an art museum charitable trust.189  Financing and standing is-
sues greatly hinder the ability of parties other than the State Attor-
neys General to sue museums.190 
Relying on the State Attorneys General to bring actions against 
museums or to challenge museum petitions to sell or transfer artwork 
presents problems as well.  If the attorneys general play a predomi-
 
(or all) of the university’s art collection will withstand legal challenge.  The university 
cannot even predict who will be allowed to oppose its decision, and there is no reason 
to believe that courts will settle this issue any time soon.”).  Furthermore, some state 
laws require not-for-profit corporations to petition the courts when deciding to sell 
“substantially all” of its assets. See N.Y. NOT-FOR-PROFIT CORP. LAW § 511 (McKin-
ney 2011). 
 185. See In re Fisk Univ., No. M2010–02615–COA–R3CV, 2011 WL 5966893, at 
*6 (Tenn. Ct. App. Nov. 29, 2011) (describing the Tennessee Attorney General’s ar-
guments against the sale of the fifty percent interest in the art collection because the 
sale would result in harm to the Nashville public); supra notes 120–125 and accompa-
nying text (discussing In re Fisk University).   
 186. E.g., Hardman v. Feinstein, 240 Cal. Rptr. 483, 485 (Cal. Ct. App. 1987); 
MALARO, LEGAL PRIMER, supra note 52, at 22–26.    
 187. E.g.,240 Cal. Rptr. At 485; People ex rel. Scott v. George F. Harding Museum, 
374 N.E.2d 756 (Ill. App. Ct. 1978); MALARO, LEGAL PRIMER, supra note 52, at 22–
26.   
 188. Donors and their heirs to the Rose Museum at Brandeis University sued for 
an injunction when Brandeis officials announced that they would sell the Rose’s art 
collection and close the museum for university operating costs. See, e.g., Kearns, su-
pra note 20, at 227.  The Georgia O’Keefe Museum intervened in In re Fisk Universi-
ty as the beneficiary of residual interests in Georgia O’Keefe’s gift to Fisk University.  
The court, however, held that they lacked standing.  Georgia O’Keefe Found. v. Fisk 
Univ., 312 S.W.3d 1, 1 (Tenn. Ct. App. 2009).  An alumni association of Randolph 
College sued for a preliminary injunction to block the sale of paintings by the univer-
sity’s Maier Museum of Art to raise funds for the college’s general budget. Laura R. 
Katzman & Karol A. Lawson, Lessons from a Deaccession, MUSEUM, (Jan.–Feb. 
2009), available at http://www.aam-us.org/pubs/mn/deaccession.cfm.  The plaintiffs 
successfully obtained an injunction, but on the condition that they post a one million 
dollar surety bond.  The plaintiffs failed to raise the funds, the injunction was lifted, 
and the sale of the paintings went through.  Kearns, supra note 20, at 221–23.    
 189. Hardman, 240 Cal. Rptr. at 485–86 (Cal. Ct. App. 1987) 
 190. See supra note 188. 
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nant role in overseeing and challenging museum actions, there is 
some doubt about the ability of these offices to fulfill the role effec-
tively.191  There are a variety of critical public interests, such as the 
vast number of museums and other charitable organizations within an 
Attorney General’s jurisdiction as well as the social influence exerted 
by the trustees of many of these charitable organizations, that will 
hinder the ability of the State Attorneys General to monitor muse-
ums.192  Limitations on standing and cases actually brought to trial do 
not present a thorough view of judicial analysis of deaccessioning is-
sues.193 
If there was a comprehensive judicial approach to analyzing 
deaccessioning decisions,194 then museums could anticipate whether 
the courts would uphold their actions.  Some scholars and commenta-
tors advocate for courts to apply a higher standard of fiduciary duties 
in reviewing museum decisions.195  They argue that the higher stand-
ard of fiduciary duties imposed on trusts is appropriate for collections 
management decisions because trust law emphasizes complete loyalty 
to the interests of the public beneficiaries.196  Museum boards, they 
suggest, can meet this higher standard if they establish procedures to 
which they adhere in their deaccessioning decisions.197 
Commentators have also recommended an arbitral review of 
deaccessioning decisions when the museum plans to sell the artwork 
and use the proceeds for operating costs.198  An impartial decision-
maker, whether in the court system or private arbitration, would be 
able to assess the museum, the museum’s fundraising efforts, its fi-
nancial standing, its public, and the collection as a whole, as well as 
 
 191. Stephen E. Weil, Breaches of Trust, Remedies, and Standards in the Ameri-
can Private Art Museum, in BEAUTY AND THE BEASTS: ON MUSEUMS, ART, THE 
LAW, AND THE MARKET 160, 166 (1983) [hereinafter Weil, Breaches of Trust]. 
 192. Id.  
 193. See White, OK to Sell, supra note 31, at 1045–46 & nn.22–23. 
 194. Currently, the courts have not developed a comprehensive approach to ad-
dress these issues. See supra notes 181–89 and accompanying text. 
 195. E.g., Chen, supra note 134; Cirigliana, supra note 10 (advocating for applying 
a higher fiduciary duty standard on transactions involving investments of museum 
funds); Gerstenblith, supra note 75; White, OK to Sell, supra note 31 (advocating for 
the application of trustee fiduciary duties by courts, regardless of whether the muse-
um is a charitable trust or non-profit corporation, to analyze deaccessioning deci-
sions). 
 196. E.g., White, OK to Sell, supra note 31, at 1058. 
 197. Chen, supra note 134, at 105–06. 
 198. Judith Dobrzynski, Op-Ed., The Art of the Deal, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 1, 2010, at 
A21. 
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professional codes of ethics, to evaluate the actions of the museum.199  
Thus, while courts could assess decisions on a case by case basis, the 
standards are unclear, the evaluation is after the fact, and few parties 
have standing or means to sue. 
3. State Legislatures 
Some commentators believe that state legislation is the appropriate 
means to regulate museums because of the deep public interest in 
museums.200  For one, museums are able to pursue their missions to 
collect and exhibit our artistic heritage because they receive govern-
ment support through tax benefits and direct funding.201  Additional-
ly, where courts address deaccessioning on a case by case basis, legis-
lation could create and enforce a comprehensive standard for 
deaccessioning and use of proceeds.202  State legislation applicable to 
all organizations that collect or hold art and cultural artifacts regard-
less of their legal structure or stated purpose can deliver this compre-
hensive framework.203 
A significant aspect of having a deaccessioning rule enforced by the 
state is the protection of the state’s interest in keeping art collected by 
its institutions within the state.204  The way in which a State Attorney 
General represents the state’s and the public’s interests205 in challeng-
ing a museum’s decision to deaccession reveals some of the effects of 
adopting this position in the legislative scheme.  The State Attorney 
General is frequently concerned with retaining the collection within 
the city or state in which the museum is located.206  In the fall of 2011, 
 
 199. Id.  
 200. See generally David R. Gabor, Comment, Deaccessioning Fine Art Works: A 
Proposal for Heightened Scrutiny, 36 UCLA L. REV. 1005 (1989) (arguing that be-
cause museums receive direct and indirect government subsidies, state regulation of 
museum procedures is appropriate). 
 201. Id. at 1007. 
 202. See Sugin, supra note 33, at 550–51 (“While courts might be the best institu-
tional choice for resolving the issue, they have little opportunity to comprehensively 
address it.  Consequently, legislation might be necessary to create the proper stand-
ard for deaccessioning decisions, without resort to litigation in every case.”). 
 203. Id. 
 204. Assemb. B. 6959-A, 232d Legis. Sess. §1 (N.Y. 2009). 
 205. Our Office, N.Y. STATE ATT’Y GEN.,  http://www.ag.ny.gov/our-office (last vis-
ited Feb. 24, 2012). 
 206. E.g., In re Fisk Univ., No. M2010–02615–COA–R3CV, 2011 WL 5966893, at 
*1–*2 (Tenn. Ct. App. Nov. 29, 2011) (describing the Tennessee Attorney General’s 
involvement in bringing a case against Fisk University’s planned sale of art to an Ar-
kansas museum, Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art); Taylor, Considers Clos-
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the Folk Art Museum considered closing and dissolving after default-
ing on a $31.9 million loan and depleting reserves for operating 
funds.207  The museum was required to get the approval of the Attor-
ney General’s office for decisions concerning the dissolution of the 
museum and transfer of its collection.208  If the museum donated the 
collection to another public institution, the Attorney General’s office 
wanted to maintain the cultural value of the museum’s collection to 
the New York community.209  Therefore, although the Smithsonian 
Institution in Washington, D.C. might have had better resources to 
care for the Folk Art Museum’s collection, the New York Attorney 
General’s office considered transferring the collection to the Brook-
lyn Museum of Art, even though the Brooklyn Museum had been ex-
periencing financial difficulties itself.210  Maintaining art in a geo-
graphic range, rather than looking at who can best care for the art, 
might serve as a better focus.211  Similarly, the emphasis of state legis-
lation on the retention of artworks in museums within the state could 
be detrimental to the preservation of and access to the artworks, even 
if it values the state’s interest in having the artworks in its jurisdic-
tion.212 
 Even if the museum field cannot agree on what a universal policy 
should be, some commentators contend that, if the legislature has de-
cided that it is in the public interest to implement specific restrictions 
and limitations with respect to museum collections, then the museum 
field will have to adapt and comply.213  Moreover, “[w]hen museums 
 
ing, supra note 2 (describing the New York Attorney General’s involvement in the 
Folk Art Museum’s contemplated closure). 
 207. See Boroff & Kazakina,supra note 4. 
 208. Taylor, Considers Closing, supra note 2; see also Smith, Museum Teeters, su-
pra note 2. 
 209. Smith, Museum Teeters, supra note 2. 
 210. Id. 
 211. The Attorney General in the Fisk University case similarly was more con-
cerned with keeping the donated collection in Nashville than allowing another muse-
um who has the means to care for the art to own it. See In re Fisk Univ., 2011 WL 
5966893, at *1–*2. 
 212. See Fincham, supra note 74, at 5 (noting that a museum cannot serve the pub-
lic interest if it is “unable to afford to pay its staff, or remain open[,] or keep admis-
sion prices low”). 
 213. See Lee Rosenbaum, Expediency Trumps Policy: More on NYS Regents’ 
Deaccessions Flip-Flop UPDATED, CULTUREGRRL (Sept. 16, 2010, 2:26 PM), http:// 
www.artsjournal.com/culturegrrl/2010/09/more_on_nys_regents_deaccessio.html 
(“Since when do the regulators take action based on the consensus of the parties to 
be regulated? It stands to reason that museums would not favor being saddled with 
tighter restrictions. The appropriate question is NOT whether the targets of regula-
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cross too many lines, the public’s elected representatives must step 
in.”214 
There are arguments, however, against the one size fits all model in 
regulating deaccessioning.  First, legal obligations generally delineate 
the minimum standards that must be satisfied, while professional eth-
ical standards mandate the highest standards toward which one 
should strive.215  The Brodsky Bill adopted the professional standards 
and, as a result, might be overreaching.216  Second, museums do not 
operate as a collective whole.217  All museums have similar missions 
to collect, preserve, and provide access to cultural knowledge.218  In-
deed, they have formed professional organizations and networks to 
share best practices with each other and loan objects and exhibitions 
to one another.219  Each museum, however, frames its collecting and 
exhibition missions differently, and categorizes and interprets its col-
lection in a different light.220  Each is a separate, private organization, 
generally funded by different people, and visited by different com-
munities.221  Thus, a broad based legislative approach to protecting 
the public trust of museum collections in the state could hurt muse-
ums more than it helps the public trust.222 
B. Examining Trends in Deaccessioning Positions 
The elusive definition and scope of the public trust fuels both sides 
of the deaccessioning debate.  Commentators question whether a mu-
seum that has no option but to sell artwork for operating funds should 
be allowed to sell the artwork and use the proceeds to remain open; 
some suggest that it would be preferable for the museum to close its 
 
tion agree that new rules are a good idea.  It’s whether there is an important public 
purpose to be served by new rules.”). 
 214. Rosenbaum, For Sale, supra note 15. 
 215. MALARO, LEGAL PRIMER, supra note 52, at 230. 
 216. Compare AAM CODE, supra note 18, with Assemb. B. 6959-A, 232d Legis. 
Sess. (N.Y. 2009). 
 217. See supra notes 24–28 and accompanying text. 
 218. See AAM CODE, supra note 18; AAMD PROF’L PRACTICES, supra note 18; 
ICOM CODE, supra note 100. 
 219. AAM CODE, supra note 18, AAMD PROF’L PRACTICES, supra note 18, 
AAMD PROF’L PRACTICES, supra note 18. 
 220. See supra notes 39–43 and accompanying text. 
 221. See supra notes 46-48 and accompanying text. 
 222. Burgess & Shane, supra note 95, at 173 (noting that museum community lead-
ers worried that a legislative policy would “result in unintended consequences hinder-
ing the ability of some museums to operate in an effective manner”). 
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doors rather than use artwork as a financial asset.223  The answer to 
these questions depends on how one analyzes deaccessioning and the 
responsibilities of the museum in the context of the public trust, as 
described in Part I.B.  Institutions that seek to use their collections as 
a source of operating funds, and their critics, have different interpre-
tations of the nature of the public interest in those collections.224  
Within the deaccessioning debate, there are three primary positions: 
one holds that deaccessioning is not an option for museums; the se-
cond allows for certain deaccessions if the use of proceeds is restrict-
ed to future acquisitions for the collection; the third view posits that 
deaccessioning and using sales proceeds for operating expenses can 
be beneficial for museums and the public.225 
Part II.B.1 explores the reasoning for absolute prohibitions against 
deaccessioning.  Part II.B.2 identifies the claims for a restrained ap-
proach to deaccessioning.  Part II.B.3 examines the arguments for a 
 
 223. Tyler Green, Failure is an Option, MODERN ART NOTES (Jan. 5, 2009, 11:06 
AM), http://blogs.artinfo.com/modernartnotes/2009/01/failure-is-an-option/ [hereinaf-
ter Green, Failure] (“If an institution . . . can’t operate effectively enough to stay 
open, it should close . . . There is no reason that a failed institution should have nine 
lives.  When they’ve failed, they’ve failed.”); cf. Amy Rogers Nazarov, Death with 
Dignity, MUSEUM, Jul.–Aug. 2009, available at http://www.aam-us.org/pubs/mn/dw 
dignity.cfm (“[E]ven the most vociferous outcry from laypersons and professionals 
alike cannot save an institution whose financial outlook has gone from poor to 
bleak.”). But see Dobrzynski, supra note 198 (“If the choice is between allowing a 
museum to fail (or make crippling cutbacks) and selling some art, what’s the big 
deal?  Sell art!”); Jori Finkel, Whose Rules Are These, Anyway?, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 
28, 2008, at AR28 (“Even Patty Gerstenblith, a law professor at DePaul University in 
Chicago known for her strong stance on protecting cultural patrimony, said her posi-
tion had softened over the years. ‘If it’s really a life-or-death situation, if it’s a choice 
between selling a Rauschenberg and keeping the museum doors open, I think there’s 
some justification for selling the painting.’”). See generally Sergio Muñoz Sarmiento, 
THE DEACCESSIONING BLOG, http://clancco-theartdeaccessioningblog.blogspot.com 
(last visited May 9, 2012). 
 224. Sugin, supra note 33, at 551–55 (noting that, particularly in the context of a 
university art collection, art has a hybrid nature as both cultural property and instru-
mental property); see also Finkel, supra note 223 (noting that the deaccessioning de-
bate is really about “two competing visions of art: commodity versus educational tool 
. . . The people who wanted to sell the art were saying it’s the same thing as a truck or 
computer or a chair”) (quoting Karol Lawson, director of the Maier Museum at Ran-
dolph College). 
 225. Compare Canaday, supra note 63 (admonishing any reason for 
deaccessioning, even if the work “represents a curatorial idiocy”), and Rosenbaum, 
For Sale, supra note 15 (lamenting that deaccessioning sales are a sign that “we can 
no longer depend on our cultural institutions to protect and preserve the public pat-
rimony”), with ASS’N OF ART MUSEUM DIRS., supra note 61 (allowing for carefully 
considered deaccessioning through transparent procedures), and AAM CODE, supra 
note 18 (permitting museums to deaccession solely for advancement of the museum’s 
mission).   
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broader approach to deaccessioning and the use of deaccessioning 
sales proceeds. 
1. The Deaccessioning Absolutist Position 
The deaccessioning absolutist would never allow an artwork in a 
museum collection to be taken out of the collection, as this work was 
given in trust to the museum to preserve for future generations. 226  
Arts journalist Lee Rosenbaum argues that museums, if they needed 
to deaccession, should transfer the artwork to other museums, rather 
than return the artwork to private hands.227  This way, an artwork is 
deaccessioned from a particular museum’s collection, but it is never 
deaccessioned from the public trust.228  The fear, as Assemblyman 
Brodsky expressed, is that, if museums had free rein to sell from their 
collections, the world would be left with empty museums.229 
The uproar in reaction to the Metropolitan Museum’s decision to 
deaccession in 1973 highlights a fear of art returning to private hands 
where it would be, presumably, forever inaccessible to the public.230  
John Canaday, a journalist at The New York Times, lambasted the 
Metropolitan Museum for deaccessioning several paintings to raise 
funds for a future purchase.231  Canaday suggested that, because do-
 
 226. Judith H. Dobrzynski, Richard Armstrong Reveals His Inner Cowboy, Espe-
cially on Deaccessioning, REAL CLEAR ARTS BLOG (May 28, 2009, 5:00 AM), 
http://www.artsjournal.com/realcleararts/2009/05/armstrong_interview.html (“I am 
not a deaccessioning absolutist. It has to be done in some cases.”). 
 227. E.g., Rosenbaum, For Sale, supra note 15 (“If an institution really has no use 
for certain works that are worthy of public display, it should give or lend them to oth-
er public institutions that would gladly show them.”). 
 228. See Green, Failure, supra note 223 (“If an institution . . . can’t operate effec-
tively enough to stay open, it should close.  Then it should disperse its collection to 
non-profit institutions—to other museums.  This way art collections held in a public 
trust remain held in a public trust.”).  But cf. MALARO, LEGAL PRIMER, supra note 
52, at 232–33 (discussing how the New York Attorney General devised an agreement 
with the New York Historical Society, which needed to deaccession much of its col-
lection, whereby other New York museums could preempt winning bids on 
deaccessioned objects and receive the advantage of discounts and long-term payment 
plans). 
 229. Pogrebin, Bill Seeks to Regulate, supra note 143. 
 230. See, e.g., Canaday, supra note 63 (“Any work of art offered for sale to the 
highest bidder can be lost to the public forever.”). But see Finkel, supra note 223 
(quoting Michael O’Hare, cultural policy professor at University of California, 
Berkeley, who suggests that smaller museums and even private collectors might be 
more likely to display the piece of art that another museum intends to sell).  For fur-
ther discussion on the Metropolitan Museum case, see supra notes 103–09 and ac-
companying text. 
 231. Canaday, supra note 63. 
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nors of artwork to museum collections receive tax benefits for their 
charitable gift, the public is effectively paying for the donated art-
works and, as a result, the public owns them.232  Canaday also con-
tends that the income from selling an artwork, even income deemed 
minor, is “hardly worth the risk” that the artwork might become de-
sirable in the future.233  Furthermore, others maintain that museum 
collections, built over generations through the contributions of do-
nors, scholars, curators, and other museum supporters, reflect the his-
tory and scholarship of the collecting institution and dismantling the 
collection to any degree would undo years of hard work.234  For these 
proponents, even the seemingly innocuous and widely accepted pur-
pose of refining the collection does not warrant an offer for sale that a 
private individual can accept as a “museum’s ‘redefining’ of its mis-
sion should be cause for moving works to other public institutions, 
not for their lucrative transfer into private hands.”235  Advocates of 
prohibiting all deaccessions hold that art has an intrinsic value that 
cannot be monetized, and they criticize the idea of removing any ob-
ject from a museum’s collection, not to mention using sales proceeds 
for operating costs.236 
2. A Restrained Approach: A Compromise 
 The AAM, AAMD, Regents Rules, and Brodsky Bill take a re-
strained position against deaccessioning and the use of proceeds for 
anything other than future acquisitions.237  This perspective allows for 
deaccessioning in limited circumstances, such as redundancy, poor 
quality or physical condition, when the museum’s possession is incon-
sistent with applicable law, or to refine the museum’s collection.238  
As such, the focus is more on the use of deaccessioning sales proceeds 
rather than deaccessioning itself.  Thus, this perspective holds that, as 
long as the museum has full title to the artwork it plans to sell,239 it is 
 
 232. Id. 
 233. Id. 
 234. Katzman & Lawson, supra note 188.   
 235. Rosenbaum, For Sale, supra note 15. 
 236. See, e.g., id. (stating that, in the context of using proceeds for future acquisi-
tions, “[c]urators use such sales to bankroll their shopping sprees”); Canaday, supra 
note 63. 
 237. See supra Parts I.C.1, I.C.3. 
 238. See, e.g., AAMD PROF’L PRACTICES, supra note 18; AAM CODE, supra note 
18. 
 239. Donor restrictions on gifts of art to a museum can restrict whether the muse-
um has the right to sell, or even deaccession, the donated artwork. E.g., Gerstenblith, 
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acceptable for the museum to sell the artwork and to use proceeds to 
purchase new artworks or for the direct care of the collection.240 
Additionally, a strict prohibition against using deaccessioning sales 
proceeds for anything except future acquisitions for the collection 
maintains the division between the museum’s operating funds and its 
collection.241  Significantly, museums do not list their collections as as-
sets on their balance sheets.242  It follows that proceeds from 
deaccessioning sales should not be used to balance liabilities on the 
museum’s balance sheet, and the proceeds would stay in the collec-
tion.243 
Furthermore, the position against deaccessioning invokes the 
maintenance of the public’s trust in museums to support prohibiting 
deaccessioning.  Limiting the use of deaccessioning sales proceeds to 
future acquisitions not only respects the formal separation of a muse-
um’s collection from its balance sheet, but also protects the public’s 
trust and confidence in museums.244  The museum relies on donors 
and supporters for funding and for building its collections.245  There-
fore, the argument is that selling artwork given as a gift or bequest for 
preservation in the museum collection ignores donor intent.246  If a 
museum consistently ignores the donor’s intent for the use of the do-
nation, donors and other museum supporters will become distrustful 
of the museum and rescind their future support.247  Restrictions on 
 
supra note 75, at 188; supra notes 118–23 and accompanying text (discussing the 
deaccessioning case involving Fisk University). 
 240. AAM CODE, supra note 18; ASS’N OF ART MUSEUM DIRS., supra note 61.  
Some commentators go even further and would like to limit the use of the  proceeds 
to purchases for the same department from which the artwork was sold. Judith H. 
Dobrzynski, MoMA to Sell Tamayo Watermelons: A Word About Deaccessioning 
Policy, REAL CLEAR ARTS BLOG (Oct. 18, 2011, 8:08 PM), 
http://www.artsjournal.com/realcleararts/2011/10/moma_sells_tamayo.html (“Some 
museums—the good ones—keep money raised by deaccessions within the depart-
ment that is selling works.”). 
 241. See Christopher Knight, How Not to Deregulate Art Museums, CULTURE 
MONSTER, L.A. TIMES (Apr. 7, 2009, 10:58 AM), http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/cul 
turemonster/2009/04/deregulating-deaccessioningor-something.html. 
 242. Id.; AAMD PROF’L PRACTICES, supra note 18, at 20. 
 243. See Knight, supra note 241. 
 244. See supra note 83 and accompanying text. 
 245. E.g., Barker, supra note 25, at 23–25; Peter Temin, An Economic History of 
American Art Museums, in THE ECONOMICS OF ART MUSEUMS 179, 182 (Martin 
Feldstein ed., 1992). 
 246. E.g., Katzman & Lawson, supra note 188. 
 247. See id. (describing how, upon hearing of plans to sell art from the museum 
collection, museum patrons informed the Maier Museum at Randolph College that 
they would change estate plans, cancel memberships, and withdraw gift promises); 
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the use of deaccessioning proceeds ward off the possibility of a con-
flict of interest on the part of directors and trustees who might benefit 
from applying proceeds to operating costs.248  The AAM and AAMD 
see restricting deaccessioning as a way of protecting the public inter-
est in museums.249  The Board of Regents and Assemblyman Brodsky 
recognized a need to implement regulations and legislation to cement 
further the parameters within which museums must operate in order 
to maintain the public trust.250 
3. A Broader Perspective on Deaccessioning 
A third standpoint on deaccessioning is that deaccessioning is a 
common and necessary museum practice, but restricting the use of 
deaccessioning proceeds is too constraining for museums today.251  
The most recent criticism against the restrained approach focuses on 
the provisions of the Brodsky Bill.252  The Brodsky Bill’s bright line 
restriction on the use of deaccessioning proceeds dictates specific col-
 
see also DeAngelis, supra note 171, at 399 (positing that museums would lose support 
from donors and visitors if they lost the public’s trust). 
 248. See Knight, supra note 241 (criticizing the view that deaccessioning sales pro-
ceeds could be used for any purpose as including “giving the staff a big raise” and 
“underwriting even a boffo night out with your chums on the board.”) (internal quo-
tation marks omitted). 
 249. See AAM CODE, supra note 18, at 3 (“[The] stewardship of collections entails 
the highest public trust and carries with it the presumption of rightful ownership, 
permanence, care, documentation, accessibility, and responsible disposal.”). 
 250. N.Y. COMP. CODES R. & REGS. tit. 8, § 3.27 (2011); Assemb. B. 6959-A, 232d 
Legis. Sess. § 2 (N.Y. 2009). 
 251. See Finkel, supra note 223 (quoting National Academy director, Carmine 
Branagan, who was shocked that the AAMD responded so harshly to the National 
Academy’s plan to sell art for operating funds, as if the National Academy had 
“committed some egregious crime”). 
 252. E.g., Letter from Alliance for the Arts, Hispanic Society of America, Interna-
tional Center of Photography, The Jewish Museum, Lincoln Center for the Perform-
ing Arts, Inc., Metropolitan Museum of Art, Museum of Modern Art, Nonprofit Co-
ordinating Committee, Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation, The Studio Museum of 
Harlem, The Vivian Beaumont Theater, Inc. d/b/a/ Lincoln Center Theater, Whitney 
Museum of American Art, Wildlife Conservation Society to Assemblyman Brodsky 
and Senator Serrano (Jun. 1, 2009), available at http://www.scribd.com/doc/16081950/ 
Letterdeaccessioningbrodsky; Letter from New York City Bar Association Commit-
tee on Art Law to Assemblyman Brodsky (May 21, 2009), available at 
http://www.scribd.com/doc/15831924/52109-Letter-to-AM-Brodsky-Re-Museum-
Deaccessioning-Bill. 
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lections management policies, focusing on the collecting mission of 
museums.253 
First, proponents for a broader deaccessioning policy attack the 
deaccessioning absolutist’s reliance on the museum as public trust ar-
gument.254  They argue that conceptualizing museums as repositories 
is an inaccurate reflection of what museums contribute to society.255  
The Brodsky proposal focuses solely on the protection and expansion 
of museum collections.256  This conceptualization suggests that a mu-
seum is a static storehouse of cultural artifacts, objects that are 
revered, rightfully so, but to a fetishistic extent.257 
Second, proponents of a broader deaccessioning policy argue that 
the limitation on the use of deaccessioning sales proceeds to future 
acquisitions contradicts the insistence on keeping art in the public 
trust for future generations.258  To illustrate, the Brodsky Bill con-
cludes that monetization of selected objects from a collection under-
mines the existence of museums;259 however, a deaccession and dispo-
sition by sale requires, no matter the use of the sales proceeds, that 
 
 253. The Brodsky Bill only considers museums as “collecting institutions,” and the 
definition of collecting institutions says nothing about public access to art. Assemb. 
B. 6959-A §2. 
 254. See, e.g., Sergio Muñoz Sarmiento, Interview: On Deaccessioning with Rich-
ard Brodsky, DEACCESSIONING BLOG (June 16, 2009, 7:51 PM), http://clancco-
theartdeaccessioningblog.blogspot.com/2009/06/interview-on-deaccessioning-
with.html (“I’m not sure what the romantic and mystical attachment to the idea that 
artworks are not market commodities.”).   
 255. See, e.g., Cirigliana, supra note 10, at 384–87 (contributing the financial strain 
museums face today to the history of museums as collectors, and the resulting over-
collecting and expense of collections storage); MALARO, LEGAL PRIMER, supra note 
52, at 216 (“Museums are not mausoleums dedicated to preserving, intact, the accu-
mulation of successive generations.”). 
 256. Assemb. B. 6959-A§ 2. 
 257. See Riley, supra note 22 (“Current deaccession guidelines perpetuate a muse-
um culture in which objects are ends in themselves, more important than their use to 
educate, to inspire, to stimulate, to empower . . . They help create and sustain a cli-
mate in which works of art are fetishes.”).  But see Canaday, supra note 63 (stating 
that art museums are “repositories of precious records,” not “merchandise marts nor 
aesthetic stock exchanges”). 
 258. See Tyler Green, The Debate over Collection-to-Casino Rentals, MODERN 
ART NOTES (Feb. 25, 2009, 11:55 AM), http://blogs.artinfo.com/modernartnotes/2009/ 
02/the-debate-over-collection-to/ (“We museum directors can huff and puff about 
how once we bring these artworks into our collections that they no longer have value 
because they’ve been removed from the market, . . . that they’re held in trust for fu-
ture generations.  It’s B.S.  We go on and sell them and the rule is the proceeds from 
the sale can only go to replenish the collection.”) (quoting Hugh Davies, Director of 
the Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego). 
 259. Assemb. B. 6959-A§ 2.  
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art should be considered a commodity.260  Even when deaccessioning 
sales proceeds are used for future acquisitions, that sale itself puts the 
artwork in the market, makes it a commodity, and removes it from 
the public trust.261  Sometimes, even a transfer of artwork to another 
museum could violate the public trust by taking the artwork away 
from the public to which it was given in trust.262 
The broader approach to deaccessioning emphasizes the public in-
terest in both the museum collection and the museum itself.263  A crit-
icism of the restrained approach is that the restrictions on the use of 
deaccessioning proceeds ignore the need for the museum to survive as 
an organization and fulfill its social function.264  The three duties of 
acquiring, preserving, and providing access to works of art form the 
foundation of the public’s trust in museums and the museum’s prom-
ise to serve the public.265  The public benefits from the museum’s de-
cisions on exhibitions, programming, and other opportunities to ac-
cess art as well as new acquisitions.266  The restrictions of the 
restrained approach, however, seem to prefer the collecting mission 
over the cultural education and access missions.267  The Brodsky Bill 
emphasizes the museum’s goal to acquire art without considering how 
museums provide access to the art in its collection to the public or to 
researchers.268  The only place the Brodsky Bill mentions the accessi-
bility of the collection is in the definition of a collections management 
policy.269  The proposed legislation would rather have a museum close 
and its collection transferred to another community than permit the 
 
 260. Fincham, supra note 74, at 4. 
 261. See, e.g., Riley, supra note 22 (“But the existing policy is in fact an exercise in 
smoke and mirrors, providing neither guarantees of public access nor commitments 
to maintain possession.”); Donn Zaretsky, Meet Mr. Pareto, THE ART LAW BLOG 
(Jan. 5, 2009, 11:32 PM), http://theartlawblog.blogspot.com/2009/01/meet-mr-pareto. 
html; cf. Rosenbaum, For Sale, supra note 15. 
 262. See Riley, supra note 22. 
 263. See Zaretsky, supra note 261 (“Would we really rather see the National 
Academy— around since 1825—close and its entire, 7,000 work collection sold off 
than see two of those 7,000 works sold?”) . 
 264. Fincham, supra note 74, at 13 (“[T]he public interest in making these works 
available to the people must be preserved, but not at the expense of the organizations 
who provide the stewardship necessary to do so.”) (citing Legislature’s Meddling 
Hurts State’s Museums, ALBANY TIMES UNION, July 5, 2009, at B1). 
 265. Cuno, Object of Art Museums, supra note 10, at 52.   
 266. Id. 
 267. See Assemb. B. 6959-A, 232d Legis. Sess. § 2 (N.Y. 2009); Fincham, supra 
note 74, at 13. 
 268. Fincham, supra note 74, at 13. 
 269. Assemb. B. 6959-A §2. 
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use of proceeds from selling art towards other essential museum func-
tions.270  The argument for allowing proceeds to fund operating costs 
is that it is equally important to support the continued existence of 
the museum as it is to support the collection the museum has a duty 
to preserve and exhibit.271 
Responses to the Brodsky Bill from the museum community illu-
minate some of the intricacies of deaccessioning.272  One museum 
leader wrote that legislation on particular rules on deaccessioning 
would “stifle intellectual freedom and differences of taste and opin-
ion” and “chill institutions’ willingness to make independent decisions 
that may be questioned as a matter of law.’’273  The Art Law Commit-
tee of the New York City Bar Association (Art Law Committee) re-
sponded to Assemblyman Brodsky, maintaining that existing corpo-
rate governance rules have been sufficient to protect the public 
interest in deaccessioning and that a blanket restriction on the use of 
deaccessioning proceeds might not benefit the institutions or the pub-
lic.274  Furthermore, the Art Law Committee expressed that the Brod-
sky Bill’s definition of “museum” was overly inclusive, binding insti-
tutions that have collections but are not museums in the sense that 
they do not curate and provide public access to exhibitions.275  Finally, 
the Art Law Committee noted that the proposed legislation details no 
penalty for noncompliance.276  Those who argue for broader 
deaccessioning policies insist that every museum, including their 
communities and their collections, is unique, and that a uniform 
bright-line rule limiting the use of deaccessioning sales proceeds is 
counterproductive.277 
 
 270. Id.   
 271. See MALARO, LEGAL PRIMER, supra note 52, at 232 (citing the example of the 
New York State Attorney General allowing the New York Historical Society to use 
deaccessioning sales proceeds for operating costs so that it would not have to shut 
down). 
 272. See Isabel Abislaiman, Whose Art Is It Anyway? New York Art World Puts 
Brodsky Bill on Slow Track, N.Y. COUNTY LAWYER, Mar. 2010, at 13 (“Albany still 
needs time to grasp the complexities of the New York art world.”). 
 273. Pogrebin, Bill to Curb Sales, supra note 156 (quoting Richard Armstrong, the 
director of the Guggenheim) (internal quotation marks omitted). 
 274. Letter from New York City Bar Association Committee on Art Law to As-
semblyman Brodsky , supra note 252. 
 275. Id. (presenting examples such as libraries, private artist’s foundations, and ar-
chives). 
 276. Id.  
 277. Arts groups have said that “the Brodsky bill goes too far in imposing blanket 
regulations without regard to an organization’s specific collecting policies and finan-
cial needs.” Pogrebin, Bill to Curb Sales, supra note 156.  
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III.  A BALANCED APPROACH TO PRESERVING THE PUBLIC 
INTEREST IN MUSEUMS 
The forty-year-old deaccessioning debate has been renewed with 
the adoption of permanent Regents Rules and the introduction of the 
Brodsky Bill.278  Part II described the different approaches taken by 
museums, courts, and legislators to create and champion 
deaccessioning policies that have had varying degrees of effective-
ness.  Every position on deaccessioning and the use of deaccessioning 
sales proceeds claims to protect the public trust in museums.  Part III 
analyzes whether the approaches studied in Part II adequately protect 
the public trust. 
Even though the professional ethics codes against deaccessioning 
are longstanding, changing times could call for a revision of museum 
professional practices, or at least a change of perspective on 
deaccessioning.279  Part III.A advocates for reviving the trust in muse-
ums to develop sound and responsible standards for themselves.  Part 
III.B proposes that museum professional organizations utilize their 
accreditation and membership programs to enable collaborative 
compliance of professional codes and to provide an opportunity for 
review.  Part III.C recommends that museums adopt a broader ap-
proach to deaccessioning in order to develop standards that value the 
museum’s mission to provide its community access to art as much as 
the museum’s mission to collect and preserve art. 
A. Museums Should Lead the Development of Guidelines for 
Collections Management 
First, this Section asserts that museums themselves best understand 
their role in society.  Thus, they should take the lead in articulating 
the standards that will ensure museums fulfill that role.  Second, judi-
cial analysis of deaccessioning is currently not comprehensive enough 
to address the immediate concerns of the museum field.  This Section 
further finds that state legislation and regulation cannot account for 
the intricacies of museum operations or for the diversity of museum 
types. 
 
 278. See supra Part I.C.3.   
 279. See DeAngelis, supra note 171, at 403 (explaining how AAMD justified a re-
vision to its guidelines on acquiring archaeological materials and ancient art by stat-
ing “museums evolve their professional practices as the world changes”). 
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1. Museums Know Themselves Best 
Although the system of self-regulation through accreditation and 
professional membership programs is not yet perfect, museums are 
most capable of dictating how they can serve the public adequately.280  
Museums traditionally have operated under their own self- and peer-
implemented rules,281 and the attempt to control museums through 
legislative intervention has only shaken the public’s confidence in 
museums.282 
The deaccessioning debate is intricate because of the conception of 
museums as a public trust juxtaposed against the museum’s desire to 
survive as an organization.283  The diversity of American museums, 
each with unique concerns, suggests that museums and professional 
organizations are most adept at developing a comprehensive collec-
tions management policy.284  Museums are complex organizations that 
owe allegiances to many participants and supporters: a diverse com-
munity of visitors and donors; federal, state, and local governments; 
artists, scholars, trustees, and staff.285  Managing these allegiances is a 
delicate balancing act that museum leaders encounter each day.286  
Therefore, museums should retain their professional discretion to ad-
dress the unique circumstances of their organization’s mission and 
purpose.287 
2. Judicial Analysis Lacks a Comprehensive Approach 
Relying on judicial review of deaccessioning decisions does not 
provide a uniform, comprehensive treatment of the deaccessioning 
and management issues that museums face today.288  Courts have 
used different standards and legal doctrines to examine 
 
 280. See STEPHEN E. WEIL, No Museum is an Island, in BEAUTY AND THE BEASTS: 
ON MUSEUMS, ART, THE LAW, AND THE MARKET 103, 113 (1983) [hereinafter WEIL, 
No Museum] (“[W]e have not yet finished the task of formulating such comprehen-
sive standards that we can say with confidence to that world out there—to that ever-
growing group that asserts that it has standing to question what we do—yes, there is 
a proper way to run a museum.  And yes, that is how we do it.”). 
 281. See supra Part I.C.1. 
 282. See supra Parts II.A.3 and II.B.2; see also Abislaiman, supra note 272, at 5 
 283. See supra Part I.B. 
 284. See supra Part I.A. 
 285. Pogrebin, Bill to Halt Sales, supra note 159 (quoting Matthew Titone, a spon-
sor of the Brodsky Bill, recognizing that “there are certain issues that are more com-
plex than we anticipated”).  
 286. See supra notes 167–73 and accompanying text. 
 287. See supra notes 167–73 and accompanying text. 
 288. See supra Part II.A.2. 
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deaccessioning decisions and the use of deaccessioning proceeds, in-
cluding donor intent, cy près and fiduciary duty standards.289  It is also 
difficult to apply the same principles that are appropriate for other 
types of non-profit institutions to museums, which have special con-
cerns regarding their stewardship of their collections.290  Likewise, the 
expense and delay of litigation prohibit individuals from suing muse-
ums and create unnecessary additional burdens on museums already 
under financial strain.291 
3. State Regulation and Legislation Do Not Accommodate the 
Diversity of Museums 
State legislation and regulation can create uniform requirements 
for collections management,292 but they have not yet established a sys-
tem of review and penalties or been able to address the different 
needs of the diverse collecting institutions that the laws and rules en-
compass.293  For example, the diversity among organizations falling 
under the Brodsky Bill’s definition of “collecting institution” could 
result in overbroad and unintended consequences.294  Museums, 
which are non-profit institutions, are already regulated to an extent 
by state and federal legislation.295  Still, legislative action is counter-
productive because the particular concerns attendant with managing 
different types of collections, catering exhibitions of the collection to 
a specific community, and soliciting support from a circle of donors 
require a deep understanding of the multiplicity of factors that affect 
museums, all of which museum professionals are best able to articu-
late. 296 
 
 289. See supra Part I.C.2. 
 290. See WEIL, Breaches of Trust, supra note 191, at 175 (“Neither the attorneys 
general nor, for that matter, the courts are well-positioned to” develop standards for 
appropriate conduct in museum operations, “and there are special aspects to muse-
ums—particularly the central role of objects and the obligation to care for them 
properly—that preclude the wholesale adoption of standards from such cognate insti-
tutions as private universities and hospitals.”).  
 291. See, e.g., Kearns, supra note 20, at 219–20 (describing how the alumnae of 
Randolph College were unable to secure a preliminary injunction against the college 
because they could not raise the funds).   
 292. See supra Part II.A.3. 
 293. See supra Parts II.A.3 and II.B.2. 
 294. See supra notes 272–76 and accompanying text. 
 295. See supra Part I.A.1. 
 296. See WEIL, Breaches of Trust, supra note 191, at 175–76. (“The imposition of 
standards by legislative action remains a possibility, and certainly a last resort, but 
there is widespread doubt that such legislative standards could properly take into ac-
count the enormous diversity among American museums.  Most desirable would be 
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State legislators might nevertheless desire to implement some con-
trol over museum dealings regarding their collections.  In this case, 
legislation should only go so far as to provide general guidelines and 
parameters for museum policies and governance.  These parameters 
would require, for instance, that collections management policies ad-
dress the decision-making process and criteria for acquisitions, 
deaccessions, disposition, and consequences, without imposing specif-
ic restrictions.297  Such state guidelines will create a framework for 
collections management policies to guide collecting institutions, as 
opposed to legal restrictions that would constrain the operation of 
these institutions to the detriment of their public purpose.298  This de-
gree of guidance would cement an already widespread practice across 
museums and contribute to bolstering the public trust in museums.299  
Ultimately, however, museums should devise and implement their 
own collections management policies, without gratuitous government 
interference, that allow them to secure the public’s trust. 
B. Enforcement and Creating an Opportunity for Review 
The environment in which museums collect and exhibit is constant-
ly changing and, as a result, the policies and principles that drive their 
operation will need to adapt to new circumstances.300  With each ad-
aptation, museums will progress towards a set of model standards for 
achieving their public service.301  This Section addresses the mecha-
nisms that museum professional organizations can adopt from the 
courts and state legislation to overcome current limitations in effec-
tively overseeing the management of museum collections. 
Museum professional organizations can utilize their accreditation 
programs to oversee and review deaccessioning decisions on an indi-
 
for the museum community—unless and until it proved incapable of doing so—to 
undertake this task itself.”). 
 297. The AAM and AAMD restrict the use of deaccessioning proceeds, as do the 
Regents Rules and Brodsky Bill. See supra Parts I.C.1, I.C.3.  The AAM and AAMD 
policies and codes, however, apply to institutions that identify themselves as muse-
ums, i.e., institutions dedicated to collecting, preserving, and exhibiting art and other 
objects for the public. See supra Part I.A.2.  The Brodsky Bill might be overbroad in 
its definition of “collecting institutions,” applying to institutions like libraries and arts 
organizations that do not have the same relationship with their collections as muse-
ums.  See Assemb. B. 6959-A, 232d Legis. Sess. § 2 (N.Y. 2009); supra note 275 and 
accompanying text. 
 298. See supra Parts I.A.2, II.B.2. 
 299. See supra Part I.C.1. 
 300. See supra note 279. 
 301. See supra note 280. 
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vidual basis.302  For museums to self-regulate effectively, the museum 
community needs a forum in which to ensure compliance with collec-
tions policy requirements and to provide an opportunity to review 
and resolve violations.303  The judicial analysis examples show that a 
case by case evaluation of deaccessioning, or any other significant 
transaction, is beneficial for museums.304  Applying for and achieving 
accreditation from the AAM is an intense and rigorous process re-
quiring the applicant museum to report to the AAM on every aspect 
of its operations and goals.305  The museum receives feedback and 
implements recommendations from the AAM in order to conform to 
the requirements of accreditation.306  By maintaining this collabora-
tive relationship with accredited museums, professional organizations 
have an opportunity to review deaccessioning actions.307  This extend-
ed accreditation program can review the overall condition of the mu-
seum more consistently than courts and the attorneys general who ini-
tiate investigations and bring cases to trial.308  Professional 
organizations should be advisors to museums, emphasizing preventa-
tive measures and working closely with the museum to solve prob-
lems, such as dwindling funding, earlier rather than later.309 
The National Academy example, although often cited to argue the 
contrary, demonstrates that professional organizations have the po-
tential to collaborate with museums to ensure compliance with muse-
um standards and work out a plan going forward.310  Although the 
AAMD’s immediate sanctions against the National Academy were 
unprecedented and perhaps unnecessarily punitive,311 the two parties 
have since agreed on steps the National Academy can take to revise 
its approach to promoting and fundraising for the museum, as well as 
 
 302. See supra note 99 and accompanying text. 
 303. See supra Part II.A.2. 
 304. See supra Parts I.C.2, II.A.2.  Additionally, the New York Court of Appeals 
held that members of voluntary accreditation programs, such as the AAM, are enti-
tled to fair notice and an opportunity to be heard. See Marilyn E. Phelan, 2 NON-
PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS: LAW AND TAXATION § 18:20, n.2 (discussing Vanderbilt 
Museum v. Am. Ass’n of Museums, 449 N.Y.S.2d 399 (1982)). 
 305. See AAM Accreditation Program, AM. ASS’N OF MUSEUMS, http://www.aam-
us.org/museumresources/accred/ (last visited Feb. 24, 2012). 
 306. Id. 
 307. Id. 
 308. See supra Part I.C.2. 
 309. About AAM, supra note 23 (stating that the purpose of AAM is to provide a 
community where museum professionals can share best practices). 
 310. See Finkel, supra note 223. 
 311. See supra note 251. 
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its approach to deaccessioning.312  By establishing an enforcement and 
review system, professional organization oversight of museum actions 
can help keep historically and culturally important museums on their 
feet and continuing to contribute to their communities.313 
C. Promoting a New Conception of Deaccessioning That Can 
Protect the Public’s Trust in Museums 
Parts III.A and III.B described why self-regulation is ideal for mu-
seums and how professional organizations can overcome some of the 
limitations museums faced recently under self-regulation.  Museums 
must create policies, not only to appease critics of their practices, but 
also to reflect accurately the practicalities and concerns of individual 
museums and the museum field as a whole.  This Section dismisses 
the absolute prohibition against deaccessioning and the current re-
strained approach to deaccessioning as inadequate to addressing the 
needs of museums.  Ultimately, Part III.C advocates adopting an ap-
proach to deaccessioning that would allow museums that have no 
other alternatives to use sales proceeds toward satisfying operating 
expenses and debt obligations, thereby protecting the public interest 
in a forum for lifelong learning and sharing cultural knowledge. 
1. An Absolute Prohibition Against Deaccessioning is Inconsistent 
with Today’s Museum 
The desire for an absolute prohibition on deaccessioning is faithful 
to the public trust concept,314 but it ignores the need for museums to 
continually assess their holdings and maintain relevance to their 
communities.315  An absolute prohibition narrow-mindedly interprets 
a museum merely as a one-way repository of objects.316  The practical-
ities of maintaining a collection call for a more sustainable policy on 
deaccessioning and collections management that supports the collect-
ing and exhibition needs of the modern museum. 317 
 
 312. Dobrzynski, Academic Dilemma, supra note 114; Robin Pogrebin, A Chas-
tised Museum Returns to Life, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 18, 2011, at C1; Robin Pogrebin, 
Censured By Museum Association, National Academy Revises Policies, N.Y. TIMES, 
Mar. 13, 2009, at C1. 
 313. See supra Parts I.A, II.B. But cf. supra note 223. 
 314. See supra Part I.B.1. 
 315. See supra notes 63–67 and accompanying text. 
 316. See supra notes 255–57. 
 317. See supra Parts I.A.2, I.A.3. 
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2. The Prevalent Restrained Approach Does Not Adequately 
Protect the Public Interest in Museums 
The AAM and AAMD may have gone too far in their attempts to 
protect the public image of museums.318  The ethics codes and the re-
strictions derived therein were implemented to bolster the public im-
age of museums, and to restore public trust in the way museums man-
age their collections.319  In their restrictions against deaccessioning, 
these professional organizations have imposed an unforgiving rule 
that has proved difficult to follow and accept.320  An analysis of AAM 
and AAMD’s policies must keep in mind that the goal of those poli-
cies was to “maintain the integrity of our museums in the eyes of the 
public.”321  A conservative stance allows museums to continue a regu-
lar practice adequate to cover up present controversies, but it does 
not necessarily result in effective future protection of the public inter-
est in museums and their collections.322 
The acute focus of AAM and AAMD policies on the act of remov-
ing and selling an object from the collection supports the museum’s 
mission to collect and preserve art for present and future genera-
tions.323  Yet, the museum also has a mission to exhibit and share its 
collections with the public.324  This bright-line position values one 
mission over the other without considering whether the sale of art-
work for operating or capital expenditures could ever be in the public 
interest.325 
The Fresno Metropolitan case highlights the situations when a re-
striction against the use of deaccessioning proceeds for debts is inef-
fective.326  The AAM awarded the Fresno Metropolitan accreditation 
 
 318. See supra Part II.A.1. 
 319. See Burgess & Shane, supra note 95, at 171–75; Canaday, supra note 63; 
DeAngelis, supra note 171, at 399; supra Part II.A.1. 
 320. See, e.g., supra note 15 (listing recent examples of museum deaccessions). 
 321. DeAngelis, supra note 171, at 399. But cf. MALARO, LEGAL PRIMER, supra 
note 52, at 230 (noting that there is a distinction between law and ethics). 
 322. See supra Part II.A.1. 
 323. See supra Part I.C.1. 
 324. See supra Part I.A.2. 
 325. But cf. Pogrebin, Bill to Curb Sales, supra note 156 (“‘[S]elling collections for 
operating funds or for capital improvements is not in the public interest.’”) (quoting 
James C. Dawson, chairman of the Regents’ Cultural Education Committee). 
 326. See Johnson, supra note 7 (reporting that the museum dissolved, auctioned its 
collection, and used the auction proceeds towards settling its debts).  The museum 
held a local auction for items such as office furniture and science exhibits, as well as 
artworks from the collection that were too expensive to transport, because of their 
size and weight.  George Hostetter, Hundreds Attend Auction for Met Museum 
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in 2007.327  As such, the museum should have adhered to the AAM’s 
strict policy against the use of deaccessioning sales proceeds for oper-
ating costs and debt.328  According to an AAM representative, how-
ever, the rule does not apply if the museum is in dissolution.329  Fur-
thermore, “[t]he question of ethics goes out the window” when a 
museum liquidates its assets and closes its doors permanently.330  
Some members of the community, meanwhile, believed that it was 
improper to auction the collection at the dissolution of the museum 
and filed a complaint with the California Attorney General.331  The 
prohibition on the use of deaccessioning sales proceeds neither sup-
ported the Fresno Metropolitan’s survival as a civic asset nor as a 
public trust. 
 Sensing the public distrust of museums, New York State Board of 
Regents and New York State legislators followed in the direction of 
the AAM and AAMD.332  The Regents Rules and the Brodsky Bill 
sought to eliminate the illicit monetization of museum collections.333  
The reaction from the art community shows that formulating what is 
right and wrong in the museum field is not so easy.334  Although these 
state regulations and laws reflect a widespread policy, such rules fail 
to address the financial dilemmas that museums face, which are at the 
heart of all deaccessioning scandals.335 
3. A Broader Approach Allows for a Balanced Treatment of the 
Museum’s Multifaceted Mission 
 The museum world can establish forums for assessing 
deaccessioning sales while also providing recourse to museums on the 
 
Property, FRESNO BEE (Feb. 18, 2010, 10:46 AM), http://www.fresnobee.com/2010/02/ 
17/1825391/hundreds-attend-auction-for-met.html. 
 327. Press Release, AM. ASSOC. OF MUSEUMS, AAM Announces Fourteen Newly 
Accredited Museums (Sept. 4, 2007), available at http://www.aam-us.org/pressrel 
eases.cfm?mode=list&id=137. 
 328. See supra Part I.C.1. 
 329. Johnson, supra note 7. 
 330. Id. 
 331. State Urged to Investigate Fresno Met Auction, AGS AND THE CHARITABLE 
SECTOR: NEWS ARCHIVE (Feb. 16, 2010), http://www.law.columbia.edu/center_pro 
gram/ag/policy/CharitiesProj/resources/charitiespubl/charitiesnews_1. 
 332. See supra Part I.C.3. 
 333. Assemb. B. 6959-A, 232d Legis. Sess. § 1 (N.Y. 2009). 
 334. See supra notes 272–77 and accompanying text. 
 335. See Jason R. Goldstein, Note, Deaccession: Not Such a Dirty Word, 15 
CARDOZO ARTS & ENT. L.J. 213, 217 (1997). 
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brink of closing their doors.336  This Section argues that, in conjunc-
tion with an extended accreditation program, museums should adopt 
a broader approach to deaccessioning.  Such an approach to 
deaccessioning would protect the public’s trust in museums and the 
public trust of museum collections, allowing museums to pursue their 
mission to collect, preserve, and exhibit their collections. 
First, preserving the individual voices of museums is in the public 
interest.337  More museums will need to close because of financial 
hardship and disperse their collections, whether by auction, sale, or 
transfer.338  Each time that happens, the public loses a voice and vi-
sion that interpreted and shared art and cultural knowledge.339  With 
the Folk Art Museum, the collection would have lost some of the 
qualities that it embodied as an institution dedicated solely to its gen-
re if the collection were dispersed or even moved in entirety into a 
larger “encyclopedic” museum.340  The Fresno Metropolitan was an 
important influence on a community that has few museums or other 
cultural, educational venues.341  It targeted young families and Fres-
no’s large Latino and Hmong populations.342  The absence of the mu-
seum from the Fresno city landscape will have an adverse effect on 
the city’s cultural life and its civic and quality of life reputation.343  
Thus, policies concerning any aspect of museum operations should 
give equal primacy to the survival of the museum as an organiza-
tion.344  In some situations, an object in one museum has special im-
portance in that museum or community that would be lost if it went 
 
 336. See supra Part III.B. 
 337. See supra Part I.A. 
 338. See, e.g., Johnson, supra note 7; Pogrebin, Relief and Optimism, supra, note 4. 
 339. Nazarov, supra note 223 (“‘The decision to close [the museum] was gut-
wrenching, in terms of the ramifications to our community and the embarrassment 
that we had failed in our stewardship.’”) (quoting Rick Collette, former chair of the 
board of trustees at the Bellevue Arts Museum). 
 340. See Pogrebin, Options Dim for the Museum of Folk Art, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 25, 
2011, at C1 (“‘We are so much more than the sum of our collections.  We’ve played a 
very pivotal role in the development of this field.  The contribution in terms of the 
scholarship would no longer occur [if the museum closed], and that would be a trage-
dy.’”) (quoting Folk Art Museum senior curator); Smith, Museum Teeters, supra 
note 2 (“[W]e need a museum of folk art the way we need a museum of modern art, 
to shine a very strong light on a very important achievement.”).  
 341. Johnson, supra note 7. 
 342. Id.  
 343. Id.  
 344. See Smith, Museum Teeters, supra note 2 (“City officials need to look at the 
intact museum and collection as a civic and business asset, as well as a cultural one.”); 
supra note 47 and accompanying text. 
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to another museum.345  Most of the time, however, it would be better 
to use deaccessioning sales proceeds to endow curatorial or educa-
tional staff positions rather than limiting the use to future acquisi-
tions.346 
Furthermore, private ownership of art is not as detrimental to the 
public interest in art as some make it out to be.347  Selling art does not 
destroy it; it still exists and circulates in the art market and can be 
available to museums through loans from private owners.348  Many 
American collectors describe themselves as “merely the temporary 
custodian[s]” of their collections and are dedicated to donating, lend-
ing, and otherwise sharing their collections with museums and the 
public.349  Selling art to the highest bidder would allow the museum to 
maximize the funds raised from the deaccession for reinvestment 
back into the museum.350 
It is also apparent that there is a need for policies that address fis-
cal management of a museum before it is in financial straits.  When a 
museum wants to deaccession to raise funds for operating costs, the 
decision is usually a result of poor fiscal management by the board of 
trustees of that museum.351  One cause of financial troubles is the em-
barkation on a major capital project.  The Folk Art Museum, which 
did not contemplate selling anything, suffered a devastating setback 
that left the museum with no cash to continue regular operations.352  
The Folk Art Museum is open today because of a pledge from a do-
 
 345. See supra note 43 and accompanying text.  For an interesting argument for 
state interest in particular artworks that have deep cultural ties to the local communi-
ty, see Michelle Orloski, Comment, Preventing Gross Injury to Local Cultural Patri-
mony: A Proposal for State Regulation of Deaccessioning, 81 TEMP. L. REV. 605 
(2008). 
 346. See Riley, supra note 22 (suggesting that using proceeds earned from an art 
sale for a curatorial or educational staff endowment fund would be as beneficial to 
the collection as putting the proceeds toward future purchases for the collection). 
 347. See Sax, supra note 76, at 68–69 (“Though collectors are by definition acquisi-
tive people and collect for a variety of reasons . . . those who own important works 
routinely describe themselves as trustees or stewards. Living with great art seems to 
effect a transformation in attitude and approach.”). 
 348. See, e.g., id. at 66 (recognizing that collectors often loan artworks to museums 
or at least allow limited access to their collections). 
 349. Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).  Sax continues to elaborate that some 
collectors’ “engagement expanded beyond the private interaction of buying for their 
own satisfactions to the public stewardship that guides our public museums . . . plac-
ing works in museums, lending pictures to exhibitions, and welcoming a constant 
stream of visitors into [their] home.” Id. 
 350. See supra note 230. 
 351. MALARO, LEGAL PRIMER, supra note 52, at 233. 
 352. See supra note 207 and accompanying text. 
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nor that was sufficient to keep it in operation.353  The pledge came 
four weeks after the museum first announced that it would close and 
disperse its collection.354  The Fresno Metropolitan Museum of Art 
and Science met a similar fate when unforeseen difficulties in a build-
ing project sent the museum deep into debt, forcing the organization 
to shut down and liquidate.355 
Museums all over the country are facing similar financial strain and 
difficult choices.356  Regulations should focus on these capital projects 
decisions, not just the desperate search for cash in the art collec-
tion.357  Preventative measures aimed at the source of a problem 
would curtail the outbreaks and deaccessioning dilemmas they 
cause.358 
If donations, traditionally the bulk of museum finances, are not 
forthcoming, then a museum must consider other ways to produce in-
come.359  Options other than a questionable deaccession sale include 
promoting gift shop sales, travelling or loan exhibitions, and “block-
buster shows” that are exhibitions that draw on popular appeal.360  
 
 353. See Porgrebin, Relief and Optimism, supra note 4. 
 354. See id.; Taylor, Considers Closing, supra note 2. 
 355. See Porgrebin, Relief and Optimism, supra note 4. 
 356. E.g., DETROIT SCIENCE CENTER, http://www.detroitsciencecenter.org/index. 
htm (last visited Mar. 1, 2012) (stating that the museum closed on September 26, 2011 
due to financial hardship); Steve Bornfeld, End of State Funding Imperils UNLV’s 
Barrick Museum, LAS VEGAS REV. J. (Aug. 28, 2011), 
 http://www.lvrj.com/living/end-of-state-funding-imperils-unlv-s-barrick-museum-
128550948.html (reporting that a Nevada museum closed because of state budget 
cuts); Cecilia Chan, Glendale Bead Museum to Close, AZCENTRAL.COM (Feb. 25, 
2011, 12:00 AM), http://www.azcentral.com/community/glendale/articles/2011/02/25/ 
20110225glendale-bead-museum-closing.html (reporting the closure of an Arizona 
museum because donations and grants “dried up”); Judith H. Dobrzynski, The Final 
Chapter for Fayetteville Museum, REAL CLEAR ARTS (Dec. 20, 2011, 4:38 PM), 
http://www.artsjournal.com/realcleararts/2011/12/final_chapter_fayetteville.html (dis-
cussing the closure of a North Carolina museum due to debt and budget cuts). 
 357. See Fincham, supra note 74, at 4 (“Current regulations are targeted at the use 
of the funds gained from deaccession.”). 
 358. See WEIL, No Museum, supra note 280, at 113 (discussing developing stand-
ards for museum operations and concluding, “[i]n a legal context, what we must learn 
to practice is preventative law”). 
 359. See generally Lowry, Deontological Approach, supra note 24 (discussing the 
increasing amount of commercial activities pursued by museums today). 
 360. See, e.g., Emily Bauman, To Blockbuster or Not to Blockbuster, F NEWS 
MAGAZINE (Apr. 6, 2009), http://fnewsmagazine.com/2009/04/to-blockbuster-or-not-
to-blockbuster/.  Museums will sometimes lend, for a fee, travelling exhibitions or in-
dividual objects to other museums that have the appropriate facilities and personnel 
to handle the art.  The museum makes its collection available to other communities.  
This practice turns into a source of income to museums because the borrowing insti-
tution usually covers the transporting, insurance, installation and other costs at-
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Yet even these activities are frowned upon because this blatant com-
mercial activity undermines a museum’s integrity with respect to its 
mission.361  It seems that a museum draws criticism from any kind of 
effort to support itself, survive another day, and offer exhibitions and 
programs to the public.362 
 Museums have the power to demonstrate to the public that 
deaccession is not a breach of the trust that the public has given to 
museums.363  While a strict rule on the use of deaccessioning pro-
ceeds, currently endorsed by professional organizations, places a well-
founded emphasis on protecting the public trust’s holding in art, the 
survival of a museum as a cultural forum for its community warrants 
equal attention.364  The public interest in having museums, especially 
ones in smaller cities and ones with a specialized focus,365 is too great 
to stick steadfastly to a position that leads to museum closures.  
Through collaborative efforts with museum associations, museums 
can develop strategies to maintain financial health, find alternative 
sources of funding, and increase community relevance.  If these strat-
egies are ineffective, then museums should have recourse to use their 
 
tendant with mounting the exhibition in addition to the exhibition fee.  Judith H. 
Dobrzynski, MoMA Sends Its Works to Australia: Why So Silent About It?, REAL 
CLEAR ARTS (June 12, 2011, 8:20 PM), http://www.artsjournal.com/realcleararts/2011/ 
06/moma_goes_to_australia.html.  Interestingly, museums lacking in extra funds also 
cannot afford to borrow expensive travelling exhibitions from other museums, and 
instead there has been an increase in museums exhibiting shows composed solely of 
works from their own permanent collections. Robin Pogrebin, With Money Tight, 
Museums Showcase Their Own Works, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 13, 2011, at C1. 
 361. Some museums have drawn scrutiny because they extended these opportuni-
ties to for-profit organizations.  Not only are they using their collection as a profit-
producing asset, but also they are allowing corporations like hotels and casinos to use 
their public trust assets to make a profit for themselves. Green, supra note 258. 
 362. See Dobrzynski, supra note 360 (“Museums have to raise money, and whatev-
er they do—name galleries for donors, raise admission prices, deaccession art, you 
name it—yields criticism nowadays.”).  
 363. See supra Part I.B.2 (discussing how museums maintain the public trust by es-
tablishing their authority to carry out their missions for the benefit of the public); see 
also Lowry, Deontological Approach, supra note 24, at 143 (“For insofar as public 
trust means retaining the confidence of the public, museums must be perceived to be 
acting both responsibly and for the common good.  This requires that art museums—
at a minimum—inspire confidence in the public that they have made considered 
judgments about what works of art to collect or to borrow, about how those objects 
should be displayed and for what purpose, and about what exhibitions and programs 
to present.”). 
 364. See supra Parts I.A.2, I.A.3. 
 365. See, e.g., examples cited supra notes 341–41, 356 and accompanying text (dis-
cussing, for example, the Fresno Metropolitan, Fayetteville Museum of Art, Folk Art 
Museum, and Glendale Bead Museum). 
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collections as a financial, as well as cultural, resource in order to con-
tinue pursuing their missions. 
CONCLUSION 
Deaccessioning concerns go to the core of the mission of museums.  
The reputation of museums in the eyes of the public is at stake, and 
museums must retain control of the public’s expectations of their role 
in society.  The current focus on collections management policies 
overlooks the cause of museums’ recent financial problems, however.  
The museum field, the public trust, and the public’s trust in museums 
will benefit from a broader view not only on deaccessioning, but also 
on the scope of self-regulation.  Museums have a special relationship 
with their collections because the objects they collect have both cul-
tural and monetary value.  Though abstract and idealistic notions of 
sacred trust and cultural knowledge drive their missions, museums ex-
ist within the reality of our economic world.366  Accordingly, museums 
must have respected and enforceable policies that address their core 
mission, as well as their organizational and financial health. 
 
 
 366. But cf. WEIL, No Museum, supra note 280, at 104 (describing how museums 
are not immune to the events of the outside world). 
